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City works for crossing safety
by Don Lee
staff reporter

Traffic safety at the city's
railroad crossings has reached
the point that a city councilman
has come out in favor of putting
up signs illegally to remedy the*
problem.
When told at Monday night's
council meeting that state law
prohibits stop signs to be used as
traffic control devices at railroad crossings, Ward 2 Councilman David Elsass asked,
"Why don't we put some up
anyway?"
"I thought it would be a good
way to call attention to the problem," Elsass said yesterday.
"... It seems like every month
we're having some kind ofproblem over there (at the Clough
Street crossing)."

At the Monday meeting, he
said, "I'd rather go to jail for
that than for something else."
Whether or not Elsass' suggestion had any part in it, the
city now will be permitted to put
up warning signs at the ConRail
crossing at Clough Street.
Mayor Bruce Bellard said the
city again would be able to put
stop signs with flashing red
lights at railroad crossings as a
traffic control device.
The city had installed stop
signs several years ago but state
law ruled them illegal and they
were taken down about 1980,
Bellard said.
THERE ARE presently round
railroad warning signs with amber flashers at the Clough Street
crossing, Bellard said.

A letter from the Ohio Department of Transportation allowing
the reinstallation of the signs
came late last week, said Dave
Barber, city public works director.
Barber said the city was planning to install separate stop
signs and red flashers, although
the ODOT decision may specify
another type of sign.
The eventual goal is to get
double-red flashers and crossing
gates at the Clough Street crossing, he said, possibly by summer
of 1965.
Joe Fenton, traffic safety engineer for ODOT, said the city's
request for stop signs at the
Clough Street crossing required
the signature of the ODOT director in Columbus, but "more than
likely would be approved."

Big shows began in '76
by Dina Horwedel
slaff reporter

What many students think of as being a traditional Parents Day at the University has not
always been such a big event.
According to Larry Weiss, assistant vice president of alumni affairs, the Parents Day we know complete with a big name performer - originated
in 1976 through the Office of Alumni and Development.
Weiss said the office handles the Parents Club, a
fund-raising organization comprised of parents
who make financial contributions to the University. The club has financed such things as the
typing room in Jerome Library.
He said the office found it natural to sponsor a
Parents Day to show its appreciation to the
parents of University students.
Another reason for sponsoring Parents Day with

big name entertainment was because it seemed to
be very popular at other universities.
"It seems to be a thing parents and students can
both do together," Weiss said. "We try to get a
performer who can appeal to both."
He said comedians seem to be very popular, and
in the past Bob Hope, Rich Little, Red Skelton and
David Brenner have appeared here.
HE SAD) Doc Severinsen is a performer who
appeals to parents and students alike. Tickets are
sold out for the performance and Weiss said this is
the seventh sell-out in nine years in the history of
the Parents Day show.
When Weiss was a student here in the '60s, there
was a similar program called "Dad's Day." He
said a football game and a show in the Main
Auditorium of University Hall were the main
events. But the show featured entertainment by
students and top-name billings were not featured,
he said.

BG News/Susan Crow
Linda Tillery, composer and singer, sings the title cut from her upcoming album entitled 'Secrets' before a
small but enthusiastic crowd in the Grand Ballroom last night. Tillery and her band were invited to perform by
Women for Women, Graduate Student Senate. Ethnic Cultural Arts Program and the Women Studies
program.

Dunns enjoy funeral home life
by Jim Nleman
reporter

The Dunn Funeral Home is a
large foreboding Victorian mansion at 408 W. Wooster St. It
seems that if ever a house were
haunted, this would be the place.
Not so.
The funeral home was built
about 1890. It is very large and
looks like it should be in a horror
movie. The only "Spook" to be
found here, however, is the family cat.
Spook, black and precocious,
has the run of the home's second
floor. She is the pet of Stephen
and Becky Dunn. The Dunns and
their 16-year-old son live in the
funeral home.
They insist there have been no
odd experiences there.
"I've lived in funeral homes
for the last 18 years," Stephen
said. Since his father was a
funeral director, he grew up in
the family business.
When people learn the Dunns
live in a funeral home, their first
reaction is usually bewilderment as to why they would
ever want to, Becky said.
This initial reaction of surprise is invariably followed by a
string of jokes, puns and oneliners about the Dunns' profession and lifestyle, she added.
"AFTER LISTENING to
them for so long, they just come
in one ear and go out the other,"
Stephen said.
The Dunns are also plagued by
practical Jokes, prank phone
calls or are the unsuspecting
accomplice to a Joke being
played on a third party.
For instance, a nun once was
tricked into calling them.
"All they gave her was our
phone number and (she was)
told to ask for Myra Mains (my
remains)," Stephen said.

Having a funeral home beneath them doesn't mean the
Dunns have to be as quiet as
church mice.
"(The mourners) make more
noise downstairs than five kids
could ever make up here," Mr.
Dunn said.
Funerals bring together peo!ile who haven't seen each other
or years and in this way. they
are a lot like weddings and family reunions, he said.

Sometimes the Dunns are disturbed, not by mourners, but by
music the family or the deceased has chosen.
"WE ONCE had "Jesus Christ
Superstar" playing for eight
straight hours." Stephen said.
The Dunns bought the house,
nominated for recognition on the
National Historic Register, from
an 87-year-old man.
"He said he always wished

that he had never moved out,"
Stephen said.
The Dunns plan to move into
the house next door in the next
few months. "Who knows,
maybe we will miss it," Becky
said.
She recently told an acquaintance they were planning to
move. "My. that must be a very
big undertaking," was the reply.

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Stephen, Becky and Shane Dunn are In front of their Victorian Mansion with their cat Spook.
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Segregation found
at a Toledo school
TOLEDO (AP) - The city's
school superintendent says
disciplinary action is planned
at a nigh school where blacks
were placed in entry-level
courses and whites in honors
classes regardless of their
A three-week investigation
of class scheduling at DeVilbiss High School also found
that teachers were given the
entry-level courses as punishment.
"There are classrooms at
DeVilbiss that are racially
isolated beyond what is acceptable, and those students
were assigned to certain teachers based on punishment
(of the teachers). Why? We
don't know," said Hugh Caumartin, superintendent of Toledo public schools.
Officials of the 43,000-student Toledo school district
appointed a committee to investigate possible racial segregation at the school after a
teacher complained in early
October. The committee reported that its investigation
found a disproportionate
number of black students
were assigned to the basic,
entry-level classes.
THE SEGREGATION,
which Caumartin called "serious," occurred particularly
among freshmen at DeVilbiss. Enrollment at the fouryear, north side high school is
1,137 students - almost half of
them black.
Within the freshman class,
38 percent of the whites were
assigned to honors classes.
compared to S percent of

blacks. Twelve percent of the
white freshmen were in basic
courses, compared to 56 percent of the blacks.
Grades apparently were
not considered in the assignment process, the report said.
Freshmen at DeVilbiss were
assigned to classes by school
administrators instead of
randomly by computer, the
method used at the other
seven public high schools in
the district, school officials
said.
Caumartin said Wednesday
that disciplinary action would
be taken, but refused to name
those who would be disciplined.
"There seems to be no
method to the madness except the method ended up in a
higher rate of racial isolation
than would normally happen," Caumartin said.
THE SITUATION came to
light when Constance Robinson, assistant superintendent,
got a letter from a black
teacher who complained of
being assigned to teach a
disproportionate number of
basic-level courses. Teachers
normally are given a mix of
class levels.
Robinson said school officials would try to correct the
problem in a way that is least
disruptive to students. She
said students probably would
remain in their current
classes at least until mid-semester.
"Maybe we can't get a racial balance this year, but
beyond a doubt by next
year," she said.
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-EditorialProtest effective
The symbolic act taken by students at Brown
University in Providence, R.I., to request that
the university stockpile suicide pills to be taken in
the event of nuclear attack was effective.
However, it would not be considered a good
position if students were unclear on the school
administration's position on the issue before they
voted on the referendum.
The university administration stated before students voted that it would not take action if students
said they wanted a stockpile of cyanide pills.
Brown University President Howard Shearer
said in a speech given after the referendum was
passed that the idea of stockpiling drugs with the
intended purpose of suicide "runs counter to the
university's mission to affirm and improve life,"
said Eric Broudy, director of news and information
services at Brown.
Broudy added that Shearer said the administration did not view suicide as an alternative to
anything, but that the students' concerns were not
going unnoticed.
The referendum is good if it is not taken literally,
as was the case at Brown. The two students who
initially circulated petitions to have the issue on the
October ballot for student council elections said
many people who signed the petition said they
would not vote for it if it got on the ballot.
Brown University students have other, perhaps
more effective ways to speak out against build-up
and potential nuclear holocaust.
Sponsoring rallies and boycotting organizations
and events which advocate nuclear armament also
are good ideas. At least the students at Brown
University found a method to be heard. And they
were.

Capitalism and the church
by Qtorge W. Cornell
U.S. Roman Catholic bishops,
facing advance conservative
jabs at their assessment of capitalism, this Sunday make public
the first draft of a major teaching document on the American
economy.
They have been working on it
for about three years, and delayed releasing it until after the
election to avoid campaign repercussions.
It could set off national reaction and debate like that following the bishops' previous
condemnation of nuclear war
and criticism of aspects of U.S.
nuclear strategy.

They now plan to "make a
radical statement about the
economy," says an unofficial
conservative group, the American Catholic Conference.
In a recruitment letter, the
Sroup says "Influential church
ureaucrats are pushing the
church into partisan political
controversies" and calls for a
stop to "these radical activists."
Some business publications
also have questioned the qualifications of the bishops to pass
judgments on economic policies.
However, the national Catholic weekly, America, notes that
the bishops are experienced decision-makers In "one of the
largest multinational corporations in the world" - the church

itself.
"They are executives of multimillion-dollar holdings
(churches, hospitals, schools,
charitable institutions), and
they must meet large payrolls,"
writes the Rev. Thomas Reese,
an associate editor.
Archbishop Rembert Weakland of Milwaukee, head of the
five-bishop committee that prepared the economic draft, says
the aim is to apply Christian
moral principles to economic
issues that affect people's lives.
The draft, mailed this week to
the approximately 290 U.S. bishops, will be considered at their
annual meeting in Washington
next week and then subjected to
reactions and possible revisions

by John Cunnlff
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George W. Cornell is a religion
writer tor the Associated Press.

The voting might be over but
the issues remain. Little that
occurred Tuesday has had any
immediate impart on them, and
there continues to be a question
of whether they will be dealt
with effectively.
Among the issues are three
that directly affect each individ-

of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, points out that in spite of
job creations only 70 percent of
the manufacturing jobs lost during the recession nave been recovered.
So, the same old jobless problems remain. The old jobs, such
as metal fabricating, are shrinking. The new jobs are In trades
and services; many are in areas
removed geographically from

the deep pockets of unemployment, and many also are
beyond the qualifications of the
jobless.
In short, the economy is creating lots of jobs but the distribution pattern is leaving serious
social, geographic and economic
problems.
The growth of government
also remains an unresolved issue in spite of efforts by the
nation's most powerful citizen.
President Reagan dedicated his
Eresidency to the task but failed
t accomplish it in four years.
Federal government outlays
and receipts as a percent of
gross national product - the total
of all goods and services produced - are growing still. In 1980
the federal government's percentage was at a peacetime record of 22.4.
Only during World War II.
when the percentage reached
48.9 in 1944, was that level exceeded - until the Reagan administration.
In fiscal 1981 the percentage
rose to 22.8, and then to 23.8 in
1982. It rose again to 24.7 percent
in fiscal 1983, and remained near
or exceeded that percentage in
the latest fiscal year.
What will be done about medical costs?
It is true that some costs
haven't been rising as swiftly as
before. But the fact remains that
without third-party intervention
in the form of insurance or outright financial assistance millions cannot afford payments.
Cutting medical costs remain
as, or more, difficult than cutting the federal budget. In some
instances it involves a hospital
doing without life-saving technology. It involves the decision
of who is to live, who to die.
While some headway has been
made, a recent survey made by
"Medical Economics" magazine showed physician fees rising at an annualized rate of 7.6
percent in the first seven months
of 1964.
That percentage is about the
same as 1963 and 1962, but It is
still disappointing, since it follows an appeal by the American
Medical Association for physicians to declare a one-year moratorium on increases.
John Cunnlff is a business
analyst for the Associated
Press.

or bar, make arrangements to
spend the night with friends.
Driving drunk is not funny. It
is not a contest between you and
the law to see if you can get
away with driving drunk. By
driving drunk you risk hurting,
or killing, innocent people.
Mark Eckstein
You also risk hurting people
Senator, USG District One
you love. If you love someone,
don't let them hurt themselves
by drinking and driving. If you
Drunk driving seen
care about yourself, be smart
enough to avoid driving after
as driver problem
drinking - only three druiks puts
a 120 pound person over the legal
In regard to the past few articles
limit, five drinks for someone
nted concerning drunk drivweighing 180 pounds. If you love
your friends and family, don't
_»t many people don't realhurt them by drinking and drivize is that the control of drunk
ing - you may never be able to
driving should not, and cannot,
tell them you're sorry.
be left entirely to the law. It is up
If you're careless with your
to you. the Individual, not to
own life, think about what will
drive drunk and not to let your
happen to the lives of others.
friends drive drunk.
Just think about it... But don't
A drunk driver is not a stereo- think it won't happen to you - it
typical teenage kid out for a
will.
Ci time nor an old man who's
"a few too many." A drunk
Amy
driver is your best friend, or
re
you.
Drunk driving will not be
Train crossings need
curbed by continuing to raise the
protective barriers
drinking age, nor by outlawing
"Happy Hour" specials. Drunk
driving can be prevented by
Don't cha' think all train tracks
you:
should have gates In front of
If you are going to party in
em'? Well I do, and I'd bet
town, walk - don't drive. If you
there's a sixty-nine year old
are going out of town to a party
Bowling Green man that thinks

the same. This being a college
town with students walking and
driving across the tracks constantly (which for some reason
run right next to campus), one
might think that there would be
some sort of barrier between
living and dying.
Speaking from personal experience (I had an experience at
the Clough Street crossing), I
believe that railroad crossings
should be firmly barricaded every time a train passes. If trains
have the right-of-way (obviously) then why aren't drivers
physically and visually warned
of their approach? Sometimes
those warning whistles and bells
just aren't possible to hear until
It's too late - then we have
nothing to look forward to but a
ride on the Life Flight to Toledo,
at best. I wonder how many
people will have to die before
gates are put up in front of all
railroad crossings - not just in
this town but all towns.
Sure the Greek system is fun
to ridicule and who really gives
a damn if they got to see Ronald
Reagan before us "little people"? Let's focus on something
that might help us get home
from class alive.
Think about this: would you
enjoy having to go visit your
tram stricken grandpa in St
Vincent's?
Michael D. Frederick
OCMB18M

ual and which, for reasons that
few will agree on, have persisted
in spite of promises to deal with
them.
There is the issue of employment, or unemployment.
Since the onset of the economic recovery total civilian
employment has risen by 6.S
million workers - remarkable
until it is dissected.
Jane Norwood, commissioner

by Hugh A. Mulligan

Respond

The 29-member group, set up
by the American Catholic Committee and headed by former
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury
William E. S.tnon, says its document - sent to all the bishops - is
not to counter their effort, out to
contribute to it.

Jobless are post election issue

Working against a
great sports writer
August occasion lightly wore the
added distinction of having
"worked against" Joe Palmer
To his faithful admirers, gath- as a turf writer.
The fact that Pat said
ered in annual and seldom solemn memorial, horse race "against" rather than "with"
writer Joe Palmer, who died 32 underscored the keen competiCs ago, is as immortal as tion as well as deep respect
Palmer generated when his collock Holmes.
Except that, the man Red umn on matters hippie graced
Smith said "could write better the Monday sports section of the
than anyone else in the world now also long lamented New
whose stuff appeared in newspa- York Herald Tribune.
Vintage anecdotes to match
pers" could spot Conan Doyle's
two furlongs and win the wine summoned up Gary
Schumacher, another scribe
away.
steeped in history who once
. Joseph Hill Palmer, Ken- equated Napoleon with Leo Dutucky-bred like most of his sub- rocher: "great at home, but
ject matter, had the advantage couldn't win on the road."
Lynch recalled that Joe
•s£ being a real-life character
'larger than fiction. And some- Palmer died of a heart attack at
times truth. The Backstretch age 48 while burying his dog in
Baker Street Irregulars caught the backyard of his Malveme,
up in his cult convened the other L.I., home. Geography is impornight in an Asbury Park pasta tant here. Malveme was cenpalace to swap Palmer remi- trally located within post call
niscences and read from the trumpet range of Belmont, Jacanon of his works.
maica and Aqueduct.
They included a priest, three
Before his wake threated to
lawyers, a judge, an insurance consume the living, someone
agent, a dentist who dabbles in ended the seminar with a yarn
Italian cooking to the point of that Palmer would have loved
owning the restaurant, the wife and used. A horseplayer who
and daughter of the host barris- had wagered everything on Caster who were brought up to saleria, the one-eyed wonder
worship Palmer as a household that finished next to last in the
god, and a few newspaper types. crowded 1982 Kentucky Derby
One of the journalists was Pat field, consoled himself with the
Lynch of the now defunct New thought, "well, it took 16 horses
York Journal-American. He had to beat him."
Hugh A. Mulligan is a special
covered the Lindbergh kidnap
trial with Damon Runyon and correspondent tor the AssoWalter Winchell, but for this ciated Press.

over the next year before final
action on it.
A few days before the draft's
release, a conservative lay commission of prominent Catholics
issued their own appraisal of the
U.S. economy, calling its freeenterprise system the best yet
devised in the world.

FOUR MORE VEAJ2-S

Letters
Rep. Finds (JSG snow
policy ambiguous
Recently the Undergraduate
Student Government passed a
statement on class attendance
polices for weather emergencies. This stand, which states
that, in case of severe weather,
if the Highway Patrol advises
against travel, then students
who commute to Bowling Green
State University "will be excused from classes without penalty." This is fine and dandy, but
all off-campus students are considered commuter students, and
have just been given free days
off during the winter by the
USG. Although this is not the
official University policy, It is
the one that USG voted as the
opinion of si/students, and is the
one that they want to become the
official policy of the college.
My question is what about the
on-campus students? The only
break we get is when the entire
school shuts down, which isn't
> very often. But If the roads are
bad and travel is not adviaed.all
off-campus students can stay at
home (excused) while the oncampus students have to attend,
regardless of the weather and
condition outside. Is this fair to
the on-campus students?
As the only member of the
USG General Assembly who
voted against this atrocity, I

stand alone. But if enough people stand up and voice his/her
opinion, we can assure that all
students - both on and off camus, will receive a fair deal on
ftif. snow policy, with no favor
towards commuting students.

V

Local
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Robbery suspects caught after police chase
man.
The four were arrested by city
police and sheriff's deputies
when the 1972 car they were
riding in went out of control on
Anderson Road, north of Bowling Green, police said.
City police learned of the robbery from the burglar alarm

by Geoffrey Barnard
wire editor

Four Toledoans are being held
in the Wood County Jail in Deu of
$12,500 bail for allegedly robbing
a Bowling Green appliance store
early yesterday morning,
according to a police spokes-

company which serves Phillips
TV and Appliance, 1028 North
Main St. Police were told a window had been broken and some
merchandise stolen.

officer Claude Clause said.
"There aren't too many cars
out on the road at that time, and
when you see one speeding
you're going to chase it anyway," Clause said.

Shortly afterwards, police noticed a car "moseying out of
town at a high rate of speed,"

The car was chased north on
Route 25, then east on Sugar

Ridge Road to Anderson Road.
The driver lost control at the
intersection, four miles northeast of the city.
Police confiscated over $2,400
worth of loot from the automobile.
"They got a couple of ghettoblasters, the kind you use a

strap on... a couple TV's and a
micro-wave," Clause said.
The arrested Toledoans were;
Anthony Mclntyer, 1326 Hamilton Road; Lyterrell V. Butler,
3530 Erie St.; Darrick Butler,
3841 North Summit St.; Dale L.
Thompson, 540 Stretcher St.
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20% OFF
PERM SPECIAL

[-^erj-ect ZJouck ^alon
•Haircuts $7
•Ear Piercing (24kt gold) $6
•Sculptured Nails
Complete Line of Nexxus Products

Good thru Nov.20
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Vicki Ernsthausen, Cherie Orians

■ ISCkHtf.. 332-0061
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1084 S. Main (next to South End Mc Donalds)

Formerly from Macys

352-2812.

Mon-Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-8
iHiiiiiiiiniTiiiiii

DO YOU LIVE HERE?

i

U

\ Howard's Canal Shop-Collectibles

I

*
*
*
*

KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY
709 S. Main
Is dm. comNimvRiy prlctl. opan 24 Irs.

:

WOODEN SPOON
307 S. Main
(formerly Cranker's)

Norman Rockwell Collectibles
Music boxes
Chinese accessories
Shadow boxes
* Brass fire place accessories
* Collectible ducks
* Greeting cards

Say you saw this ad and get a 10% discount

WE HAVE THE LARGEST & MOST
COMPLETE SELECTION IN TOWN

aifti...iee ui at 1084 S. Wain
'in the Courtuara Square).

111«t a mmm iiuuiiiin

- Weekday Specials -

352-2812

HM»ttM«MOt*

ChurchilFs

Hours: 6 a.m. to 7 p.m.
352-1620

JOIN US FOR PARENTS WEEKEND

Introducing...

Churchill's
TACO BAR
in our deli

THANKS

FRIDAY - ALL YOU CAN EAT!
OCEAN PERCH
FROG LEGS
ORANGE ROUGHY
Includes Cole Slaw, Choice of Potato. Roll « Butter

i oz. NEW YORK STRIP
9oz.

SUNDAY
""BAKED CHICKEN
BEEF STEW

a rc u ar
^y_y&
* S ' price
£* Y±
.. and get a 2 litre of
^
7-UP. DIET 7-UP. LIKE or
DIET LIKE COLA for only
79' Iplus tax) regular $1.59 value

M

PIZZA
BROTHERS, inc.

836 S. MAIN

Across from Murphy Mart

Hours:
Mon Thurs 7 am -9 p.m.
Frt. S Sat. 7 a.m.-IO p.m
Sunday 8 a m 9 p.m.

"What good pizza eatin's
all about"

* Heat
* Cable

PARENTS WEEKEND PIZZA
The Family Pack
Treat Mom & Dad with
17" 2 ITEM PIZZA
GARLIC BREAD
LARGE CHEF SALAD
6 pk 16 oz. Bottles of Pepsi
ALL FOR ONLY 12.49
MfH

a»^a»»»»»»*»»»»»»»»»*»^»"»»^#»»»»»»»»»s«

•»•'■»»■»■»*•»

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SECOND SEMESTER

Bowling Green

352-8408

Dine In Only

5.25
5.25

1021 S. Main
352-0123
Bowling Green, Ohio

Open 6am to lam daily

1141 S. Main Street

•
•

& DRESSING

Includes soup, salad buffet, choice of potato, fresh fruit s dessert t

Paid (or by the LATTA lor CONGRESS Committee. Allot Vincent. Treasurer

1
1
1
= 1

6.95
5.25

BBQ CHICKEN N RIBS COMBO

Includes soup, salad buffet, choice of potato, fresh fruit 8 dessert table.

DEL LATTA

| Spacious Dining Room Special J

3.29
5.99
5.49

SATURDAY

This week buy 2 of your own

For Your Continuing
Support and Assistance
During the Campaign

(unlimited)
I With Any Order _

* 150 fresh & saltwater tanks
on display
* Aquariums & supplies
* Dogs, cats, birds & small animals
(and supplies for everything)
* Dog grooming

Sror beautiful, unique

Featuring the best
in home cooked meets!

■ 2 Free Garlic Breads
■ & Free Pop

1011 S ktekl St Bowling UTMn OH 41402

I

i

* Water
* Trash Removal
all included

1 and 2 bedrooms furnished & unfurnished
For a perfect place to live stop by
400 Napoleon or Call 352-9135
Hours: 9-5 Daily and Evenings by Appointment
-**■
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Findlay to hold grad school day Tuba prof
worldwide
performer
Anyone interested in graduate
professional school can obtain
information at Findlay College
Student Union Cafeteria this
Tuesday 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

The information will be provided through the office of Ca-

reer Education and Placement
as part of Its "Graduate Professional School Information Day."

The event will be an open
house with representatives from
graduate/professional school
programs in law, theology, busi-

ness, accounting, social work
and others.
Participating in the information day will be schools from
Toledo, Dayton, Cleveland and
Columbus. Representatives
from branches of the armed
services will also attend.

by Kelly Rose
reporter

Deluxe Prime Rib and Seafood Buffet.
Friday & Saturday
Downtown
Bowling Green
352-2595
163 S. Main St.

At The Lodge
1628 E. Wooster
354-2535

Saturday
Brunch

featured before
every home game
10 am.-1:00 pm.

Traveling to Japan and
Canada to give tuba recitals
is not unusual for Ivan Hammond.
Last week, however, the
professor of performance
studies at the University
stayed closer to home when
he performed for faculty and
students in Bryan Recital
Hall.
Hammond has been a tubist
in L'Orchestra Symphonique
de Quebec, has been a faculty
member at Scarbourogh Music Camps in Ontario and has
played solo, brass quintet and
orchestra concerts throughout Canada and Japan.
"Japan was the most interesting place I've ever been
because the culture is so different from the United
States," he said. "You can't
get a bad meal in the entire
country."
He also has been a tubist in
the North Carolina Symphony
and is a member of the Great
Lakes Brass Quintet and Toledo Tuba Trio. He has traveled across the country
performing and played at the
Toledo Museum of Art on Oct.
12.
Presently, he plays tuba
with the Bowling Green Brass
Quintet and also teaches tuba
to 17 students.
HAMMOND SAID his tuba
students have limited jobs
opportunities after they graduate because only one tubist
is needed per orchestra and
only four are needed in military bands. He added, however, those dedicated will get
the jobs.
Hammond began playing
tuba in his sophomore year of
high school.
"'The band director for my
school played the sousaphone
to try to recruit students to
play in the band," he said. "I

BG News/Susan Cross

Ivan Hammond
was immediately interested
in playing for the band after
hearing him play."
When he is not playing
tuba, Hammond enjoys his
favorite hobby, working with
his hands.
"I am an amateur electrician, plumber, carpenter and
others where I must use my
hands," Hammond said.
He also enjoys riding his
motorcycle when the weather
permits. He even has a trailer
attached to the back of it to
carry his tuba.
Whether he is traveling on

his motorcycle or to another
country, Hammond said he
has had some unusual experiences during his performance
career. One such instance
was during a solo performance when a string in the
piano accompanying him
"To the audience it sounded
like a whip being cracked on
the stage, but to me it
sounded as though someone
had tried to shoot me." Hammond said. "I certainly hope I
don't play bad enough for
someone to want to do that."

UNIVERSITY FOOD OPERATIONS
MAKES PARENTS DAY SPECIAL
Commons
Breakfast Buffet Saturday 10-1
Founders
Breakfast Buffet Sunday 11-1:30
Harshman
FREE Coffee refills
Kreischer
Continuous Service Saturday 10-6
FREE coffee refills
McDonald

Coffee on the house

We Deliver Smiles!!

„^G&r,n

x
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Dateline—

SATURDAY ONLY!

Friday, Nov. 9
Religious Discussion - The
Honors Student Association is
sponsoring a discussion on
atheism, agnosticism and humanism at 3:30 p.m. in the
Honors Center. Free and open
to all.
Deadline for Truman Scholarship - The deadline for the
Truman Scholarship, designed to help students interested in public service, is 5
p.m. For more information
call, Dr. D.S. Chauhan at 232
Williams Hall.
Falcon Club Football Luncheon - The luncheon will be
held at noon in the BG Ice
Arena Lounge. The guest
speaker is Head Coach Denny
Stolz. Call the Athletic Department at 372-2401 before 11
a.m. for reservations. Open to
all.
Opera Theater - "L'Ormindo," a comic opera by
Francesco Cavalli, will be
Eresented at 8 p.m. in Koacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets can
be reserved by calling 3720171 or purchased at the music center box office between
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. weekdays.
Art Exhibition - "Chinese
Peasant Painting-Recent
Works from Huxian," opens
with a reception at 7:30 p.m.
in the McFall Center Gallery.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays and 2 to 5 p.m.
Sundays through Dec. 9. The
gallery is closed on Saturdays. Free and open to all.
Saturday, Nov. 10
Football - The University
takes on the OU Bobcats at 1
pjn. at Doyt L. Perry Field.
Parents Day - For details
of Parents Day events, see
story on page 7 of the News.
Sunday, Nov. 11
Bagel Brunch and Film The Jewish Students Group
will be sponsoring a bagel
brunch at 11 a.m. in the Faculty Lounge of the University
Union. "The Chosen," a film
based on Haim Potok's bestselling novel, will be shown.
Open to all students and facMonday, Nov. 12
Poetry Reading - Dale Ritterbusch and Philip St. Clair,
graduate students ui the University's creative writing
program, will give a reading
at 7:30 pjn. in the Off-Campus Student Center. Free and
open to all.
Concert - The University's
trumpet ensemble, directed
by Edwin Berts, will perform
at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital
Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center. Free and open to
all.
Dateline, a daily service of]
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
are welcome and must be
turned in typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.

sales and values

It's a great day to shop at Macy s with savings storewide.
20%-50% off and more...plus special values!
Clubhouse classic
separates

Pacesetter f urblends
hand-knit vests

Young collector
fashion essentials

Captions® fashionknit sweaters

sale
25-30% off

sale
30-40% off

sale
25% off

Izod. Gant. moral
Rag. $23-$69. salo 11.50-45.50

sale
25% off

blond*. Rog. S36-$96,

ClubhouM (D476)

foc.Mlt.r (066*1

Young Collector (0664)

Selected famous maker
dresses

Misses rainwear by
Downpour, Members Only

Leather handbags by B.H.
Smith, more

Entire stock
women's hats

sale
35-50% off

sale
25-50% off

sale
25% off

sale
25% off

Lambswool/angora,

Famous maker foundations
by Bali, Playtex, Olga, more

Boys' parachute jackets,
pants

Men's flannel and
heavyweight sportshirts

Men's pure wool
sportcoats

sale
20-30% off

sale
20% off

sale
30% off

sale
30% off

•roc and glrdlos, control bottom*,
a wlda selection. Rag. 10.00-20.90,
S.0O-H.4O

Acttvo »oporot*» by Progressions,
Suglo Soy. moral Rog. S29-S40.
sol*S20-$J2
S^ leans (0677)

Oroot fall (tripe* and plaids. Rog.
SI 6-S31. MIO 11.20-25.20

Clonk *olld and fancy wool opartcoats. Rog. SI00. salo $7*

Foundation! (DH/442/2M)

Accessories

Children's

Dress Shirts, Ties

OektMvse (hstisnd sweaters, sovo 29%
lo K% Rag $36 $60. solo $24-$4*

14K gold ckolns, 90% off. Longths from
r-30". Rog. 535 56*0. solo 17.M-3M.M

Arrow Davor, Brfgad* dross skirt*. 20%
oH. Rog. $23 $24 MIO 10.40-19.2*

Joka Manor uwdliiol**. »avo 30% ■ Rog.
S40-S150, toio SS6-S1M

14K gold ckorm*. 90% off. Chooso from
hoart*. stones, morol Orlg.* 515 5110
7.S0-M.M

Olris' Jsrd*chs eonlm |*ons. 20% off.
Slsos
4-14.
Rog.
IB 99-27.00.
safo
1*.1*27,20

Inrlr* stock l*oisl [y* am) Wetrtch
tw#c>vfs, furti#f%otcki ondj VOSTI, save
25% Orlg •5109 5119. Il.25-M.25

5 tar net aft Infant press sons. 29% off. Rog.
512 520 MIO9.00-U.S0

Irrrlre stock biotno* and tw* pise* dressings. MVO29%. Rog. 533 580. IH 5*0
ClubhouM (D67t/!76/64l /676)

Inrlro stock 1920 |awoiry, 20% off. Rog.

Conor's Infant layotto. 20%
2.90-14.00. solo 2.00-11.20

Young Collector

Satire stock cold wot hoc knits. 29% off.

Rog.

Counterparts wool pants,
Orlg.' 549 MIO 34.73

save

29%.

Young Collocto. (0666/667/1**/6*2/**l)

4.00-20.00

Donsklo tights, 25% off. Basic and fashion
colors. Rag. 6.09-13.00. 5.20 9.75
Intlro stock aubhouss hosiery. 30% off.
Rog. 3.25-5.00. sol* 2.60-4.00
Intlro Stock fabric, rope, motal bolts. SOVO
29%. Rog. 55 550 3.75-37.5*
Sosoctord small losrrnor goods, French
pursos. clutchos, moro. 20%-40% off.
Rog. 4.25-20.00. 3.IS-16.M
Accessories (D*29/*2*/*/«30/49/*OJ/03/l 12/
17/6/665/54/621/90)

Intimote Apporel

to 60%.

Rog.

10.00-99.00,

■nM##H rlt*s>c# Cf#ws< |SCk#to>( pants, tovt
20%. Rog. SI6-S24. 12.00-19.10

Mon. fhruThurs. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sot. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sun. Noon to 5 p.m.
•tntsrmsdlols prlco rsductions nova boon
•akan on somo sola Usni.
'$alacrlon on many Mi* Hams varlas by star*.

Rugby skirts by Lo Tlgro. Progrosslons,
29% off. Rog. SI 9-S2B. oat* 11.26-31.00
Inrlr* stock ftonnol skirts. 20% off. Rog.
S10-SI6, saktS.M-lS.lt

FsiSMS roakor toundoHon*. 20%-30%
off. Rog. 10.00 20.50, solo 1.00-16.4*

off.

Rag.

Intlro *tock Ml sHo* and tosMto*. 20%
off Rog. 11 99 35 00, sofa t.M-20.00

Ntko Actlveweer, 23% off. Rog. SI3-S34.
sola 9,74-25.SO

Fashion denim ktans.
528 536, solo S21 527

Young man's (0103/104/274/100)

. 25% 40% oH. Rog. $19-160.
I4.IS-64.00

Dross shirts (00/31)

Sport Shirts
Intlro stock vasts and cardigans, 29% off
Rag. 318 $56 solo 13.SO 42,00

Intlro stock famous mokor rugblos, 29%
off. Rog. $28 542 MIO Jl .00-31.50
Intlro stock famous mokor swoatokirts.
29% off. Rog. $25 $36. safo I* 1*17.00
Intlro stock acttvo SQSrtsis*!. 29% to
30% off Rog. $20 $65 solo 10.75 4**4
Sportshirts (CX3t/l07/t7/*7l)

Men's Outerwear
Intlro stock down an
fockot* and vasts, »% off. Rog. $45 $155
solo 31.*0-100*0
OutarwMr(OI02)

Men's Furnishings
Sportcoots, Slacks

20% 30% off. Rog. SI3-S34. I*.40-21.M
Femeus mokor fleece robos. 29% off.
.Rog. S42.SK. Mlo31.S0-J7.50

Christoahar Hayas sltV Has. 29% off. Rag.
$15 $25, saU 11.25 10.71

Intlro stock wovon skirts. 20% off. Rog.
$18 520, •**• 13*0 11.00

Ife-on Oirford slacks. 30%
$21 $28 sola 14.70-1*40

astar/wool
14.6*4*.50

blond*.

30%
off.
Poly
Rag.
$38 $95,

Trfblsad. Iris, eel slacks. 30% off. Rog.
30 00-32.K, sofo21.M-23.7l
Man's (Dl 13/013)

Inrlra stock glovo*. 29% off. Knit, fabric
and loathor. Rog. $5 $*o 11 It MM
P'onot mokor Isotfcsr baits, 29% off.
Rog. 7 so 35 00, (atol.*3-M.7S
M.O.B. baHs, 40% off. Casual, dross.
ravorslbla
Rog.
6.60-13.90.
*oso
7.00-11,1*
Man's furnishings (0*9)

Tsrryclstk, ChanNIo robos. 29% off. Rog.
$40 $75. MI* $J* 5*2*
mokor osssttos. 20% off ontlro
stock. Rog. 2.90-7.90, sotoS2-*.M
Intlmat* (D03*/*42/t3*/153/*00/l2t/
*4/J00/237/7)

Shop Macy's Saturday lO to 5:30.

53.50

Young moo's lootbor, wool and doolm
lackoll. Rog. S28-S125. 2I.00-9J.75

Rog.

4F****tVCl"9*af tl*fC*oHi WtJVtJPI Ml'fl Vr#*aTBWMr,

I Has, 20% I

lobort Irvco V-nock swootors. 30% off.
S.M.L and XI. Rog. $25, solo 17.60

Action Shop

off.

Woman's flannel skirts, savo 29%. Rog.
530. Mlo 22.50
savo 30%
*.*S-tl.M

Infant logging sots. 29% off ontlro stock.
Rag $13$22 9.7516.50
Chlldren's(O37/l4S/SI/72/74/60)

29%

Mllmato ctooronc*. 50% off foundations,
daywaar. sloopwoor. Rog. 2.79-60.00,
99--SM

Vvo* Saint laoront I sink
off Rag 12.K sola $1*

off. Rog.

Rog. 57-524. ■■!■ 5.25 I(.00

Assortod Oiferd skM*. 29% off and
moro. Orlg.' 521 $24, sola 12.00-1 S.M

-•asssJRP

Aim*
attht
P""** University Union
372-0691

MIO

Fimoui mokor vinyl hondkogs. 30% to
50% off. Rog. 512 582. sotof.00-41.SO

Orlg.'

12.75

POM****

5.00-38.50.

Dooao cssilisln and fcaff sHos, 20% off.
Rog. 7.99. MIO 6.40

tfaggar woof *ooarato*. savo 30%. Orlg.*
S34-SI04. sot* 17.0O-04.**
Pkus/WMtport (0097l04/*3/00/IO*/l*2/l91)

K£.

■ays- novelty togs. 29% off. Rog. 512 523,
■•I. 9.00-11.75

Storilag silver ckolni. 90% off. longths
from r-30". Orlg.* 510 568. SS-SJ4

■nrlro clock skirts, mi 20%.
$28 $54, sole 17*0-31.1*

A

Man's (Ml 3)

Man's (039)

Clubhouse

Ploza/Westport

SIMM.

Pott, wool, sequin, moral Rog.
S10-S8B. .alo 7.50-6*00

'•\

MM

DMuMMIllO

Rog.

Dr.i... (Dl 35/134/37/105/1 SO/252/1»)

PhllMe lewrence Oooigotto bl»u»*«. 29%
off. Rog. S20-S36, sole SIS-SS7

*K±.f^\

'loio'W.tlporl (DIM)

Acc«..or i.i (054)

Miwo* Orlttonla |oom, 29% off.
$30 $36. MIO 22.50-27.0*

t4.es

lacy-«ara knit (woatar* In many
colars.Rog.SI4. 10.50

Handbag. (D49/603/SJ)

Souoo eonlm |oon*. 29% off. Sii.i 4-16.
Rog. 534. solo 24.99

50

Cord oont*. sweater*, and voit*.
Rog. $32 $45, •al. 24.00-JJ.75

Many styles and color*.
Si B $150. IOIO IS.S0-II2.SO

Pestttter wool c»*rdlnt»s, 29% off. Rog.
545 55110. sate S32-SM

•2?r_ ^Z.

S27-S72

Polyas tor/cotton
blond.
Slzot
6-16. Rog. $60-$2S0. sal* 530$ 199
Ralnwoar (0169)

Intlro Mock cropo do chin* and
Goorgotto
drossos,
Orlg •
$48-$80. M>U 2f.9f-S4.30

PorbUod (woaton. 29% off. Rog. $36 $86
Mil. 27.00 45.50

SAVE ON OHIO'S
BESTPHOTOFINISHING

sllk/angora
M>IO

macyS
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Students sell blood for bucks
by Patti Skinner
reporter

Rather than writing home for
money or going hungry, students can make $15 a week by
selling their plasma to the
Plasma Center on Monroe Street
in Toledo.
Donors are limited to two visits per week. The first visit pays
$5 and the second pays $10.
Sometimes the center runs bonus coupons in The Blade or
sponsors bonus weeks that allow
donors to make $20 a week.
The center, the only area
plasma buyer, has been open
since November 1983 and accepts donations 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
every day.

According to center manager
Sherry Ludy, plasma can be
donated twice a week because in
the process, red blood cells are
separated from plasma and returned to the donor.
Plasma is the liquid portion of
blood and can be replaced by the
body in 48 hours.
"I would like to see more
students," Ludy said. "Most of
them (the center's regular customers) are the unemployed of
the area."
WHILE THE Plasma Center
is not staffed by health care
professionals, there is a doctor
on the premises at all times. The
workers are trained for the Job,
but no experience is necessary.
"Any previous experience is

Sunday honors veterans

good, but not essential," Ludy
said.
First-time donors are required to have a physical and
can donate twice a week. Donating plasma takes about two
hours and Ludy said there are
few health hazards involved.
"You can't contract anything
by donating plasma," Ludy
said, "but (the staff) needs to
look out for a drop in (the donor's) protein level."
People under 18, over 65, diabetic or on medication may not
donate plasma. Those with venereal disease or heart or kidney
problems also are not allowed to
donate, and those who have had
hepatitis never may donate
blood or plasma.

by Carole Homberger
staff reporter

This Sunday marks the seventh anniversary of the return of the Nov. 11
observance of Veteran's Day.
According to a Harry Walters, administrator of Veteran Affairs in Washington,
D.C., from 1971 to 1977, Veteran's Day was observed the
fourth Monday in October in
compliance with a 1968 law
that changed most national
holidays to Mondays.
However, Walters said Congress passed a law in 1977,
which went into effect in 1978,
returning the holiday to its
original date, because it believed the Nov. 11 date was
more significant.
This year's celebration is
"an occasion to pay tribute to
the 1,081,000 Americans who
have died in the defense of
their country in all American
wars since 1776," he said,
"and to more than 28 million
living former service members who served during both
war and peace."
More than half the men and
women who served this country in wartime are still alive,
Walters said. Another 4.4 million living veterans saw only
peacetime service.

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH
FALL SEMESTER, 1985
OR
SPRING SEMESTER, 1986
You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14,1984
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

WALTERS SAID the war
which was most costly in
terms of casulties of all wars
fought by the United States
was the Civil War in which
364,000 Union and more than
113,000 Confederate deaths
occurred.
World War II saw the greatest number of Americans
ever in uniform - 16,535,000
men and women - with 406,000
deaths.
The Korean war had 6,807,000 in service and more than
55,000 deaths in 1955.
A total of 9,834,000 Americans were in service during
the Vietnam conflict. Of that,
47,000 deaths were caused by
hostile forces, he said.
Walters said today's population of living veterans is 39
percent from World War n, 29
percent from Vietnam, 19
percent from Korea, 18 percent from peacetime and less
than 1 percent from World
War I.
"Only 22 veterans. America's oldest, remain from the
Spanish-American War,"
Walters said.
Some of the remaining who
belong to veterans groups in
the Bowling Green area will
celebrate their holiday with
dinners, breakfasts and
dances.

Fonda Pike, of the American Legion, said that group
held a potluck dinner last
night.
DORA MAY Espem Americanism chairman tor the
Veterans of Foreign Wars of
Bowling Green, said the VFW
will hold a dinner and dance
for members tonight at 6:30.
Lt. Col. Clarence Landon of
ROTC will speak.
She said Landon will give
continuing membership pins
to members representing five
to 50 years service.
She will be presenting flags
for prisoners of war who were
missing in action.
Tomorrow, the VFW will
hold a dinner at the American
Legion Tontogany Hall at 6:30
p.m. Gent Bonvrowski, past
commader of the department, will speak.
Sunday, a public breakfast
will be held at the VFW from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Espen said
three different menus will be
available.
Although the holiday is being celebrated Sunday, all
area offices such as the post
office, banks and many businesses will be closed on Monday.

LAST CHANCE! 1
BG vs OU
SAT. 1 p.m.
WEAR ORANGE j

STAY FOR THE DAY!

!

#sf:***********************************************

SENIORS!!
THIS IS YOUR LAST GHMCEII
The senior portrait photographer for The
KEY yearbook is here RIGHT NOW for the
last time this year. Don't be left out of
the 1985 senior section.

Portraits are being taken now through Nov. 20.
To make your appointment call 372-0086 or stop
by The KEY office at 310 Student Services.
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Student Health
Events
set
for
annual
parents
day
Center gets more
business this year
by Nancy Bostwick
staff reporter

staff to see students more
efficiently, Navin said.

The Health Center is seeing
more students this year than
in the past, according to Bernice Lohmann, officer manager for the center.
There was an average of
162 students per day visiting
the Health Center In October,
Lohmann said.
This is 40 to 50 students
more per day than in the past,
she said.
"We are averaging more
students than last year without the same amount of
staff," said Joanne Navin,
head nurse and clinic coordinator.
The Health Center is
staffed by four physicians
and three nurse clinicians in
addition to office staff, she
said. The center usually has
four nurse clinicians, but one
recently resigned, she said.
Because of the increased
patient load and decrease in
personnel, the staff is under
more pressure, she said.

"I THINK generally, we
have managed to get the students through here without a
great amount of time because
of the appointment system,"
she said, adding that the appointment system allows the
staff more time with the students.
"Usually we can generally
schedule them within 24
hours," Navin said. A nurse is
available to give students advice on self-treatment until
their appointment.
Lohmann said recent
weather changes and an increase in hay fever-related
conditions this fall may contribute to the increase in student visits to the Health
Center.
Navin said the increase in
students visiting the Health
Center could be caused by
several factors.
"More students are aware
of how to take care of their
health," Navin said.
She said greater student
awareness of services offered
at the center and the Health
Center's improved reputation
may be causes.

Last year, the Health Center switched from a walk-in to
an appointment basis. The
new procedure allows the

Parents will be coming to
school tomorrow.
In observance of the ninth
annual Parents Day at the University, many events are
planned.
One Parents Day feature
event will be a concert by Doc
Severinsen, the musical conductor of the "Tonight Show."
Rated as one of the country's
finest trumpet players, Severinsen has been voted "Top Brass"
for 10 years in the Playboy Music Poll.

Tickets are sold out for the
concert, which will begin tomorrow at 8 p.m. at Anderson
Arena. The show will be opened
by student and faculty performers.
College receptions are scheduled 9 to 11:30 a.m. tomorrow so
parents can visit with faculty
members and advisers. The receptions will be held in the following locations:
• College of Arts and Sciences
- Ice Arena Lounge
• College of Education - Little
Red Schoolhouse
• College of Health and Community Services - 100 Health
Center
• College of Musical Arts Green Room of Moore Musical
Arts Center
• School of Technology - Technology Building lower level
lounge.

BLACK STUDENT UNION
PARENT'S DAY BRUNCH
11:00 a.m.- 12:30 p.m.
Saturday, November 10, 1984
in the
Amani Room
All parents and students welcome
Free Admission
Welcome Parents!
See us for B.G.S.U. Souvenirs
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.
B.G.S.U.

Back Packs
TShirts
Pennants
Sweatshirts
Stadium Blankets
Children's Shirts
Stadium Seat Cushions
Ornaments
Falcon Hats
Mugs
Umbrellas
Glassware
Decals
and other B.G.S.U. Merchandise

MOST RESIDENCE halls are
planning receptions and special
meals for Parents Day.
Many sporting activities are
planned for this weekend.
The Falcon football team will
take on the Ohio University Bobcats tomorrow at 1 p.m. at Doyt
L. Perry Field. Tickets for parents are still available through
the University ticket office.
The Student Rec Center is
offering a program called "Rec
Your Parents. Parents and siblings can get in for $1 all weekend. From 7 to 9 p.m. Saturday,
the Club Pool will be open. There
also will be volleyball games
and building tours. On Sunday
from 1:30 to 3 p.m. there will be
volleyball games, medium-

paced aerobics classes and raquetbaU.

Other physical activities include a round of golf at Forrest
Creason Golf Course. Cost for
students is $3.50 for 9 holes and
$4.50 for 18. Parents pay $4.50
and $6.50, respectively.
There is also bowling from
noon to 10 p.m. tomorrow and
Sunday in the Union's Buckeye
Room.
THE ICE Arena is open for
public skating tonight and tomorrow 8 to 10 p.m. and Sunday
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.
Special showings of "All Systems Go" have been scheduled

FINE ART • Gl FTS

at the planetarium for Parents
Day.
The Educational Memorabilia
Center, also known as the little
Red Schoolhouse, will be open 2
to 5 p.m. Saturday for browsing.
There will be a Chinese art exhibit all weekend in the McFall
Center Gallery. The opera
"L'Ormindo" will be performed
at Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center at 3 p.m.
Sunday.
The Parents of the Year Essay
Contest was won by Peggy and
Cynthia Cole. A proclamation
will be given by the Mayor of
Bowling Green and their parents
will be awarded an engraved
silver bowl at half-time at the
football game.

ANTIQUES

Store Hours:
Monody-Thursday 11 o m -6pm
Friday & Salurday 10 am -8pm
Sunday Noon -6pm

126 E. Wooster
■'

'

'

The Millikin Hotel Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-352-9181

■

~. ^.J1

CiPpEhQ

|m|*J|W!rrrTfnrrfj
lililiil:li.inili".imil

Expanding
Your
Horizons.
TOLEDO

Tfr

A Toledo TruBlcocp Bank

Bowling Green Locations:

Open Parents Day 9:00 - 5:30

University Book Store
Main Floor Student Services Building
Regular Hours
8:00 - 5:00, Mon. - Fri.
9:00 - 5:00 Sat.

100 S. Main (main office-downtown)
1098 N. Main
327 S. Main

Hours:

8:30am - 4:00pm Monday thru Thursday
8:30am - 6:00pm Friday
8:30am - Noon Saturday
DRIVE-UPS OPEN:
8:30am - 7:00pm Monday thru Friday
8:30am - Noon Saturday
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U.S. troops may go to Nicaragua
CINCINNATI (AP) - The situation in Nicaragua hasn't deteriorated enough to require that
U.S. troops be sent in, but direct
American involvement there is
still passible, a U.S. Army officer who specializes in Latin
American affairs said yesterday.
"I can't rule it out," Lt. Col.
Jose Muratti said. "When the
people of the United States decide that it's in their national
interests, then it will happen. If
the situation in Central America
was to get to such a point that
the public were to say something
must be done, then troops would
be sent in. But that situation
does not exist now, nor do I see it
happening."
Muratti, a former Defense Department aide who specialized
in security matters involving
Mexico, El Salvador and Costa
Rica, said U.S. economic aid to

Central America appears to be
the best way of aiding that region's countries and helping to
stabilize them against communist infiltration. The United
States is sending about $3 in
economic aid for every $1 of
military training assistance to
that region, he said.
"THE ECONOMIC aid is definitely what's going to solve our
problems down there," he said.
But you need the security that
the military can give. You cannot let the rebels go around
blowing things up in the country,
because that will make the people see the government as powerless."
Muratti, a veteran of Vietnam
combat and a former military
aide to the Carter and Reagan
administrations, is one of five
students and an instructor from
the U.S. Army War College who

are visiting 35 college campuses
nationwide until April.
He and Lt. Col. James Kelsey,
another student attending the
Army War College at Carlisle,
Pa., were interviewed yesterday
during their visit to Xavier University in Cincinnati. They
made it clear that their comments reflected personal opinions, not official views of
military command or the Reagan administration.
Muratti and Kelsey, a specialist in military intelligence who
has had Army assignments in
Vietnam, Hawaii, Korea and
Germany, said they consider it
unlikely that the United States
and Soviet Union will ever clash
directly in an arena like Western
Europe. But the United States
faces a continuing threat of contending with Soviet-backed insurgents in Third World
countries, which is a favored

PFisierers-GladietDC

Soviet strategy for expanding
communism's influence, Muratti said.
"ITS A VERY smart strategy. That is a low-risk, low-cost
controversy. There's no risk of
escalating that conflict into conventional war or a nuclear exchange with the United States,"
Muratti said.
The officers are traveling to
various college campuses as
Srt of a lJ>-year-old program by
i Army War College to encourage dialogue between its students and the civilian and
military students of the nation's
universities. The tour is part of
the studies of selected War College students, who are trained in
devising military strategy, and
allows military officers to learn
about the public's mood regarding military matters, Muratti
and Kelsey said.

American Heart
Association

Buyers grumble as
cookies crumble
NEW YORK (AP) - Spray
cans that won't spray and
cookies that crumble, "easy
open" cartons that cause us
to fumble, clear plastic wrap
that stubbornly clings - these
are a few of our least-favorite
things.
That was the conclusion of
a survey that asked consumers to rate their annoyance
with packages that say "tear
here'' but don't tear, with
rolls of toilet paper that can't
be unfurled without a cascade
of tissue and with 18 other
misadventures in product
packaging.
Warwick Advertising Inc.
compiled its list of 20 top
packaging peeves based on
500 telephone interviews with
homemakers earlier this
year. Then 5,000 homemakers
were mailed Questionnaires
and asked to indicate whether
they found each peeve very
annoying, somewhat annoying or not annoying.
About 3,700 answered.
"That's a very good response," Bernard Mounty,

Warwick's research director,
said yesterday. "This is
something people are interested in. D you go into supermarkets you would have
heard this all before."
THE TOP PEEVE in the
survey, which was unveiled in
the November-December issue of Consumers Digest, was
"Spray cans that won't
spray," which 93 percent
rated "very annoying."
Next came "Cartons that
leak" at 81 percent and "Cans
with tear-off tabs that cut
fingers" at 75 percent.
'Packages marked 'cents
off that aren't any cheaper"
were deemed very annoying
by 73 percent, followed by
"Packages saying 'push here'
or 'tear here' that don't work
and often break fingernails"
at 67 percent.
Sixty-five percent said they
were very annoyed by "Cookie boxes containing crushed
cookies," and 63 percent had
ill will toward "Plastic wrap
that sticks so you loose the
end."

PARENTS WEEKEND

SALE
OPEN SUNDAY
1:00-4:00
SALE PRICES THROUGHOUT
ENTIRE MENS AND LADIES
CLOTHING AND SPORTSWEAR

Iftis&abg'Balmeebs
\

Treat Your Parents
to something especially delicious at

Come and mourn the re-election of Ronald Reagan at a

WAKE for the WORLD
Sunday, November 11
6:30 p.m., St. Thomas
J
More Parish Gymnasium
Music by Craig Hergert & Keith Kelly
Refreshments, Letter Writing
Information on How to Get Involved!
* Sponsored by Peace Coalition, Social Justice Committee, St.
Thomas More Staff, United Christian Fellowship.

Selling and Sales
Management Club sponsors:
"ADOPT A BABY FALCON"
Bring a baby Falcon into
your nest!

Available starting Monday
in BA, MSC, and Univ. HaU
Baby Falcon's need good homes!

t*o«w*e*r«s*i«n*n
Menu feature items such as
King Crab, Steak, and the all new Mocktails;
Strawberry Daquiri, Banana Colada, Tom
Collins, and Peach Sunrise.
Located in McDonald Dining Hall
Open Monday-Friday 4:15-6:00 p.m.

Applications Are Now Being Accepted For

EDITOR
of
_THEJ3(XNEWS
Term: Spring and Fall Semesters 1985

* On Friday November 9, all
parents receive 10% off and
the coffee is on us.

Applications available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Thursday, November 15, 1984
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State accused of "dumping" mentally retarded
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
president of a public employees
union yesterday accused state
officials of "dumping" mentally
retarded patients into privately
operated homes and said he
would demand a state accounting of the procedure.
Gerald McEntee, national
president of the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees, said Ohio
and other states are engaged in
a dangerous trend by turning
over the care of the mentally
retarded to privately run mental
health facilities.
He said the practice of moving

state of having a secret plan for
deinstitutionaUzing mental patients and said his union would
file a Freedom of Information
request with the Ohio Department of Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities,
asking the state to disclose the
plan.
He urged state officials to halt
the deinstitutionalization and to
appoint a commission that could
document the system's problems and recommend solutions
to the governor and Legislature.
"Our people work and live
with these patients," McEntee
told a news conference called by

mental patients from state institutions into privately operated
facilities, which are then given
state funding, has resulted in
"dumping" patients into homes.
He said state authorities often
do not know how state money is
being spent and that state regulation of those facilities is frequently inadequate.
"Our union believes in a dualtrack system. We believe there's
a role for community centers in
the system ... but we also believe there's a role for the institutional system in this country,"
McEntee said.
MC ENTEE ACCUSED the

the union. "We have a legitimate and real concern about
these patients, and we have been
closer to the problem than anybody else."
McEntee's union claims 1,075,000 members nationwide and
represents about 200,000 nationally - and 4,500 in Ohio - who
work with the mentally ill and
mentally retarded. The union
also called other news conferences around the state yesterday to publicize its position.
Asked whether his union was
making its plea primarily out of
concern for its membac' jobs,
McEntee replied, "I want to

come forward and say that a
role of this union is to protect the
wages and hours and working
conditions of the people who are
members of this union. I'm not
going to apologize for that."
JIM BRUNEY, a Columbus
spokesman for the Department
of Mental Retardation, defended
the state's deinstitutionalization
program. Supporters say the
plan can save states money and
benefits the patients by moving
them from institutions to more
community-like settings.
"Not only in Ohio but in the
nation, the track record is

good," Bruney said. "Placing
persons In a least restrictive
environment is of greatest advantage to the individual. That's
the moral philosophy behind this
program.''
He said Ohio operates 11 state
centers for the mentally retarded or handicapped, with 2,861 patients. There are 1,103
facilities in Ohio that house the
mentally retarded, including the
11 state centers and privately
operated nursing homes and
group homes. They have a total
of 11,037 beds and usually operate at capacity, Bruney said.

News Briefs
More women buy guns

Uniontown to get survey

AKRON (AP) - The fear of crime once
again is prompting more women to buy pistols, according to gun salesmen. But police
warn that guns aren't always the best protection against criminals.
Glenn Lyle, manager of Sam's World of
Guns in Tallmadge, said he is selling guns to
"nurses, waitresses and some old ladies, but
basically to women who work late and go in
and out of a parking lot frequently at a certain
time."
Ohio does not have strict laws governing
gun ownership. The only requirement for a
gun purchase is that people till out a sworn
questionnaire with their names and addresses
and answer questions posed about any police
record.
Police don't recommend purchasing guns.
"There are things that replace guns, such as
the telephone and Mace, said Sgt. Hugh
Bennett. "I think people are dealing unreaustically with the fear. There are not that many
instances where a gun is necessary to protect
yourself."
He suggested storing a gun "where you
actually nave to physically get out of bed to
get it and make your mind and body get
moving."

UNIONTOWN, Ohio (AP) - People living
near a closed landfill will be questioned this
winter in an effort to track down allegations of
health problems, state officials say.
A state epidemiologist said at a public
meeting Wednesday night that the Ohio Department of Health in February will survey
residents near the old Industrial Excess Landfill.
The landfill is about a half mile south of
Ohio 619 in Stark County's Lake Township.
The epidemiologist said a sampling of 50 of
169 households within a half mile of the landf ill
will be done to determine if there are any
health problems.

Strike charges traded
TOLEDO (AP) - Teachers and school officials in the strike-bound Washington Local
school district are continuing to trade unfair
labor charges during a stalemate in negotiations.
The school district filed its fifth charge
Wednesday with the State Employment Relations Board, accusing the teachers of failing to
bargain in good faith.

/0WV~

Bring in your coupons from those other guys and
Have it your way at Burger King!*
Just buy a Whopper®, fries and soft drink and
give us any other restaurant's coupon and we'll give
you a second Whopper® free of charge.
You don't need to settle for second best when
you can have a delicious flame broiled Whopper® just the way you like it.
Offer good at Burger King* in Bowling Green

* PIZZA SALE *
$3 tor 12" Plsanellos
Pizza Choices include:
1) Extra CkNM
2) Pepouroni

Dollars
Scholars
for

A Student Loan from
State Home Savings
is Your Smartest
Choice Today!
It you or someone In your family Is
^
heading to college, graduate, technical \
or vocational school, higher eduction
\
need not be a financial burden. A low
cost student loan from State Home
Savings makes it easy during school and
after graduation. The annual percentage
rate is surprisingly low...much less than
conventional loan market rates.
To make it even easier, we have several
repayment plans tailored to your needs.
Our student loan program is open to
families of all income levels, without
exception.
So if you're planning to continue your
education, see us for a no-hassle, low
interest student loan.

Better yet, call our student loan
department, toll free 1-800-282-1074
(352-5228 In Bowling Green) or tear out
the coupon and we'll send you an
application and the facts about our
Guaranteed Government Student Loans.

I) ttlMH
AMI. Ml 12

Fnciens/t lo ClttO volleyball

When You
Think Diamonds,
Think Dill Jewelers
No gimmicks, just year around, down-to-eorth
honest prices.
Stop in before closing any other deal
ORANGE BLOSSOM
DIAMOND RINGS
Let us show
you our
diamonds
under 30 power
magnification.

YOU BE
THE JUDGE
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL

A .25 ct. fine quality diamond
only $275"
All Rings Availoble With Ruby. Emerold or Sapphire
Wo occopt trodo-in of diamonds A gold
Hows: Dolly 9-5

r^

Please send me the facts and a Student Loan Application.
u

State Home Savings
BOWLING GREEN • PERRYSBURG • MAUMEE • PEMBERVILLE • SWANTON
GIBSONBURG • GLANDORF • OTTAWA • COLUMBUS GROVE • LEIPSIC • FOSTORIA

179 S Moin

Ph. 332-4770

Bowling Groon

IN THE
ri AK 20IO.
fH£R[S10f

THf COPYING
WORLD WlllBl

*
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Football team not out of MAC race York returns
to old home
coach Denny Stolz said. "And
Toledo has every right to play
well against Central.'
Stolz summed up the whole
season for BG.
Oh, except the Falcons have
two games to play. First, there's

by Mate Delph
sports editor

With Central Michigan's loss
to Northern Illinois last week,
Bowling Green began a little
California dreamin'. But a wake
to reality could be forthcoming.
The CMU loss left BG just
one-half game out of the
championship race and the California Bowl appearance that
goes with it. The Chippewas and
Toledo are tied with 5-1-1 MAC
records while BG stands at 5-2
(6-3 overall).
Thus, leaving NIU in another
spoiler role as it faces UT tomorrow. CMU plays Ball State. The
clincher is that the two first
place teams wrap up their respective schedules playing each
other, in Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
"Northern has every right to
play well against Toledo, BG

tf

ft

Ohio University tomorrow at 1
p.m. at Doyt Perry Field, In
BG's final home game. Then
there's a trip to Kent to play the

SPECIAL Any large 16" One Kern Pizza For

plusaFMF.2Lit.xbtl.
of PEPSI with this
coupon. A J10.20
value. Ask for when
ordering.

Flashes.
A SHORT summary of the
above: If NIU beats the Rockets
tomorrow and UT knocks off
CMU next week, BG goes to Cal
Bowl IV. BG has to win its next
two, also.

I

The latter is not going to be a
pleasure cruise for BG, either.
"Ohio University, we strongly
feel, is one of the best coached
teams in the league, and they
always have been," Stolz said.
"Their schemes against us are
some of the most well thought
out than anyone we face.
"We've had a terrible time
against Ohio University. We've
had some losses and very close
wins. That's what we expect this

year."
Last season in Athens, BG
watched a 22-point lead nearly
disappear as OU quarterback
Donny Harrison passed 64 times
for 380 yards. The Falcons held
on to win 24-20.
Harrison is gone, and so is
most of the Bobcat passing offense, but now OU has developed
a running attack.
"I never thought they would
run," Stolz said. "They ran for
250 yards against Miami, and
that concerns me. A good rushing team keeps the ball away
from our offense."
IF THE Bobcats manage to
keep the football away from
Brian McClure and company
then they unload BG's potent
offense. Leaving the task to the
Falcon defense to stop the
ground attack and get the ball
into McClure's hands.

And the BG defense will return fairly healthy tomorrow.
Something it hasn t enjoyed in
many weeks. This week features
the return to full form of linebacker Chris Hartman. Hartman has seen little action since
a recent shoulder injury.

Nature's Manna

Ei. K«m* 11 m.
Chicago Styl* Extra

134 E. Court
352-0236

Oc*n 4 P.m.
FREE DELIVERY
rUAl

K»

N

On* Coupon Per Pino

iita s.

352-5166

"We Welcome all Parents to BGSU"

Expires 11/30/84

Your store for trail mix, carob, snacks, vitamins,
shampoos, and more!

Voted Best Plua In B.C.

FRESH BREAD BAKED DAILY
Stop in for some tempting treats!

by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor

Today marks a homecoming for Bowling Green head
hockey coach Jerry York
when the Falcons compete in
Potsdam, N.Y. against Clarkson University.
York began his career as a
head coach with CU and compiled a 125-87-3 record over a
seven year span. His team
made the East Coast Athletic
Conference playoffs six of
those years, and was named
NCAA Division I coach of the
year at the end of the 1976-77
campaign.
NowYork will face his former assistant coach Bill O'Flaherty, who took over when
York accepted a head coach
position at BG.
Last year York went 3-0 in
competition with O'Flaherty
when he won the opening series at BG 5-2 and 5-3, and a
2r0 win in the finals of the Key
Bank tournament in Lake
Placid, N.Y.
"I spent nine years of my
life there (CU),'* York sairi.
"That's a very big segment of
one's life. But going back to
Clarkson is just secondary. I
look for us to have a good
solid series."
RIGHT NOW CU owns a 10-1 record, defeating Oswego
(N.Y.) State University, 9-2

CRANKER'S EATS & SWEETS
MOW. Poe Rd.

The
Copy Shop

V

MIDNIT€ SriOMflHa
CLA-ZEl

CINEMA 1 A 2
UNPARJ

The Memones. The Modness
The MUSK ..The Movie.

Printing & Imprinting

Large Trophy Display
Check our Prices

M

• Resumes • Posters • Flyers
• Table Tents • Business Cards

WELCOME PARENTS TO BGSU
SPECIAL
l OCCASIONS
Parents Day
Lavaliering
Pinning
Birthdays
Thanksgiving
All your Special days

THE TEXAS
CHAINSAW
MASSACRE

NMMAini

Give fhot special turkey in your life a Balloon Bouquet!

GsogiBsTM

,_,

OH,GOD!

NO SMALL AFFAIR
EVE. ADULTS 13.50
KIDS $2
WED. STUDENTS ONLY
12.00

FIELD.
JS PLACES IN THE HEART!

169

NOVEMBER 9.10

180

Pkfl

PLASTIC PLATES
9M _
10*" Piss.
f>WAL-PL10PHnor
Compsrtmsnt

J25

FULLER
Friday

Saturday
10 COVER

y
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
FELLOWSHIPS

VANITY FAIR
Whit. Dtniw
Napkins
2 PLY
15.17', NAP2PLV
Pfcfl 100

PER 125

I WAL-PL9. PMn or
Compsnmsni
100 PACKAGE PAPER PLATES
.8 MCH
SI S> OnHr (WALPPS
'SUCH
»- Orosr 4WALPP6

Smiths
HAUMAUK AND

omctsumy

tawnier 8-1014-17
A htimwect romance of soAed pas.- sion and desire by one of Amelia's
greatest pUywnghts.
ApuiTS: 14 STULVSR. CT: (2

LEARN TO SPEED READ

♦BGSU PLANETARIUM,
*

2101. Mill

Plfl so

by Tennessee Williams
MAIN AUDITORIUM
8:00 p.m.

There's no need to pay hundreds of dollars to
commercial speed reading outfits - sign up for
EDCI 101: Speed Reading. Students cut their
study time in half. Skim up to 2,000 wpm - with
comprehension, double and triple their textbook reading speeds.

■

PARENT'S DAY
SPECIAL!!
onhtiTiuNi-it-i.ra
Onto • THAN* ■ 14 - Mt
Ocdar • TRAM - IS - 1.4S
As Low As

UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRESENTS:

RESERVATIONS: Call S7227U

7:30 A 9:15 (R)

The ft al loon man _

nets of so

Sun 4 pm - 11pm

Spring Semester - Sect. 1140 1:00-2:30 TR

delivered by clowns with a song and a poem
- CALL US FOR DETAILS •

TRANSLUCENT CUPS

Fri 4 Sit 7 am - I am

Summer and Smoke

BALLOON BOUQUETS

OOPOMM pSUlIC CUP*
n 12 oi . 14 or or IS 02

Also subs, salads, homemade soups, breads,
desserts, fruit & cream pies
HOURS: Mon-Th 7 am - 11 pm

VALID ID
ONLY $2.00

'm

homemade dough
16 different toppings
FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4 p.m.

KYOWTOM
MUST

THURSDAY STUDENTS WITH
CINEMA IS 2
HE'S 16. SHE'S 22
ALL HE WANTED WAS HER
PICTURE. WHAT HE GOT WAS
OEMI MOORE IN

IN BOWLING GREEN, CALL 352-6061

353-1890

Good PIZZA at low prices!

117 E. Court
352-4068

•
•
•
•
•
•

and tying Toronto University,
4-4 with no overtime played.
The Golden Knights have an
impressive record at home,
winning 12 of their last 17
home games and losing just
two.
Making things tougher for
the Falcons is the return of
ail-American defenseman
Dave Fretz. Also returning
are CU's top two scorers from
last season in Mike Harvey
and Gord Sharpe.
Harvey, a junior center,
suffered a knee injury earlier
this season and missed the
game against OSU and is
probable for the series.
For the second straight
weekend the Falcons have a
healthy lineup, but Iain Duncan has battled the flu over
the week, missing practiced,
however he will still make the
trip.
The Falcons will have the
same players lined up with
each other as last weekend
with Rob Urban moving to
left wing and Brent Regan
playing center. York saidhe
will probably move players to
different lines during the series.
"We will probably make
some changes just for the
sake of changing," York said.
"We have a lot of talent and
want them to be able to play
with other players."

will be awarded for graduate or
Srofessional study during the 19853 academic year. The amount of
each Fellowship is .$3000. Any
member of Alpha Lambda Delta
with a 3.5 cumulative average at
the time of application or upon
graduation may obtain application
blanks at 425 Student Services. All
applications must be submitted by
January 15,1985.
■MMMMKI -m/»,

presents

^

All Systems
** * Go!* **
a multi-media show

25 years of America in Space
Fri. Nov. 9, 6:00 p.m.. 8:00 p.m.
*
Sat. Nov. 10, 10:00 a.m.
*
*
Sun. Nov. 11. 1:00 p.m.. 3:00 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Tues. Nov. 13, 8 p.m.
PARENT'S WEEKEND SPECIAL

Steamboat
Colorado
January 5-13
*275
Trip includes:
Round-trip transportation
Lodging at Timber Run Condos
Lift tickets
Parties
SIGN UP TODAY!
$100 deposit due upon sign up.
call 372-2343 for more Information
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Wansbrough scores under new circumstances
by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor

Let him play on a line with veterans or match
him up with rookies, it doesn't matter. Jamie
Wansbrough will still score.
Since joining BG's hockey team two years ago.
Wansbrough has been one of the leading goal
scorers. As a freshman he recorded 23 goals,
finishing fourth on the team behind three upperclasmen.
After completing his sophomore year, the Toronto native led the Falcons in goals scored with
34, nine more than the team's second place goal
scorer. Seven of those goals were game-winners, a
BG record.
This year Wansbrough has picked up where he
left off as he owns 13 points with six goals and
seven assists. His 13 points are good enough for
fifth place in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association standings.
However, there lies one difference between
BG's team over the last two years and this year's
team. Wansbrough's linemates are freshmen and
this time he is the veteran.
HE SPENT most of his freshman year playing
on the same line with Dave O'Brian and Tim Hack.
And continued to play with Hack and O'Brian in
his sophmore year before skating shifts with Gino
Cavaflini and Dan Kane in NCAA post season
competition.
Recently Wansbrough has skated with freshmen Paul Ysbeart and Andy Gribble. So what
makes Wansbrough able to adjust to the new
players and still be able to score?
He's become a complete player," BG head
coach Jerry York said. We want all our players
to become complete players. If a player comes
here with offensive skills, we want him to be able
to play defense too.
"He's really improved his ability to play defense," he said. "His upper body is stronger. He's
getting older, more mature ana filling out."
It was last weekend's performance against Ohio
State that earned Wansbrough CCHA player of the
week nomination by York. Against the Buckeyes
he scored two of BG's three goals on Friday and
added two assists in Saturday's game.
The nomination is a familiar one to Wansbrough
as he earned CCHA player of the week honors his
freshman year. In the CCHA quarter final, two
game total-goal series against Notre Dame, the 5toot-10, 165 pound junior tallied five times in the
first game, helping BG to an 8-3 win. In the second
game of that series he added two more.

THE FIVE goal performance tied Mike Hartman and Jack Laine's record for most goals in a
game and the seven goal series performance
broke the record held by four Falcon players.
In his first two years, many of Wansbrough's
goals have come with him positioned close to the
net and picking up rebounds off other players
shots, but this year he proved he could score from
outside the face off dots which lie on either side of
the net.
Against Lake Superior, Wansbrough skated
around a Laker defender before putting a slapshot
to the far side of goaltender Craig Shermoen. He
gave a repeat performance the very next game,
this time against Michigan.
"Some people didn't mink I could shoot from the
outside," Wansbrough said. "If you look at the
charts from last year, I took very few shots from
the outside. This year I haven't had as many shots
from the inside.
"When I came here, there were about 15 or 16
seasoned players," he said. "It was easy to move
in (to the new system). This year it's a different
team, there are different players and different
shots."
IT WAS Wansbrough's scoring ability that interested York in bringing him to the Falcons program. Wansbrough was a two-time Metro Junior B
all-star when he played for St. Michaels in Toronto.
In his final year at St. Michaels, he led the
Ontario division with 70 goals and 55 assists, and
served as team captain. Wansbrough admits he
noticed a big difference between junior hockey in
Canada and college hockey.
"In Juniors there are three or four good players," Wansbrough said. "Up here everybody is a
good player. It's not an individual game. It has to
be a team effort."
Wansbrough has enjoyed team success as he
has played on a CCHA and NCAA champioinship
team. This year is a little different with the 3$
record and he admitted the slow start is somewhat
frustrating, but he is not about to give up.
"A lot of people counted us out, with all of our
freshmen," Wansbrough said. "Here everyone
wants to win and work hard, and the freshman are
getting better every game. Except for the one Ohio
State game (7-3 loss last Friday) we have been in
every game."
This weekend the Falcons will face Clarkson
University in Potsdam, N.Y. and Wansbrough
certainly knows how to score against CU. His first
two goals of last season came at the expense of the
Golden Knights.

BG News/Phil Masturao
Jamie Wansbrough (19) attempts to control the puck against Ferris State's Graham Craig in a recent series
against the Bulldogs. Wansbrough scored his first goal of the season in the series against FSC.

Hard hitting makes rugby exciting
Remember when we were
young and use to round up the
neighbors to play "Smear the
Queer?"
Well, some are still playing it
here at college. Except now they
choose up sides, add a few rules
and call it rugby.
In the past, friends have
constantly told me that I had to
see a Bowling Green rugby
match.
And when I asked why, they
almost always give me the same
"Well it's fun to watch
because it's so violent."
As an avid pro hockey fan of
14 years, I'd become a
connoisseur of vintage violence.
I had seen it all: sticks in the
face, bone-crunching hits,
career-ending injuries, not to
mention your average halfdozen fights a game.
So, naturally anything short
of the punishment dolled out in
hockey just didn't cut it.
But, despite my stubbornness
the invitations kept coming.
Finally. I broke down and
decided to go.
AS WE WALKED to College
Park, where the matches are
held, I figured with the
temperature hovering at 30
degrees our group, a couple of
stray dogs, and the town wino. if
he was up yet, would be at this
match.
Boy, was I wrong!
The four sections of bleachers
were already packed and people
were lined up along the near
sideline three deep.
"It must be some kind of
promotional day to get all these
people out here, huh buddy," I
said to the guy next to me.
"Smallest crowd of the

season," he answered.
But. while I was impressed
with the turnout, I was confident
I'd be disappointed with the
match.
Rugby, is played a lot like
football, except with a
"pregnant" football. The object
is to get the ball into the
opponent's endzone thus scoring
a "try" which is worth four
points.
Prior to the match, an old
man who I was convinced was
the wino. told me that the
opening kickoff is one of the
most exciting plays of the game.
While he was talking, I was
making sure I still had my
wallet.
But, sure enough he was
right.
BG KICKED off to the
opponents, John Carroll
University. The kickoff returner
caught the ball, ran about 10
yards and then was the victim of
a brutal closeline tackle which
nearly decapitated him!
I became an instant fan.
A play from scrimmage is
started with two sets of linemen
facing each other, like in
football, except in rugby it's
called a "scrum," yes, a scrum.
Six players on each team are
arm and arm along the line of
scrimmage and then the ball is
rolled between the teams. Both
teams try to kick the ball back to
a waiting teammate who then
starts a play.
An average rugby play
resembles a last-second trick
play that football teams use
when a player runs upfield.
Before he gets tackled, he
laterals the ball to a teammate
who then does the same.

This is where the hitting
becomes intense. The ball
carrier, like a quarterback in a
wishbone offense, sacrifices his
body for the team cause. He
tries to make the defender think
he is going to keep the ball and
before he gets pummeled
pitches to a teammate.
But, just because your team is
on offense doesn't mean you
can't dish out punishment. Two
years ago the Falcons' Marty
Moran shed a tackle by headbutting the defender. The blow
broke the defender's cheekbone
and craked his skull, now that's
a head-butt any pro wrestling
fan would appreciate.
THE HITTING is incredible.

Sideline
Tom Reed
sports reporter
especially considering these
players where no pads. And
since each team is allowed Just
two substitutes, many players
who get hurt must continue to
play.
After watching about 15
minutes, tempers were flaring
and I was waiting for the game's
first fight. So, I ask a players on
the sidelines about how many
fights were in an average game?
"We don't usually get in fights
because we party with these
cowboys (the other team) after
the game," he said.
As part of the post-game
ritual the home team provides
the kegs and they have a party.
Assistant coach Roger
Mazzarella has invited me to
rugby parties before, but I

always declined.
These guys are clobbering
opponents for two hours and
their sober, just think when they
had a few brews in them?
Rugby is not a varsity sport at
BG and while it might be
considered barberic, the
Falcons plaV it well. BG beat
John Carroll 20-4, has recorded a
26-2 record and is ranked second
in the nation.
In the past, Falcon rugby as
received a bad rap for being just
an excuse to drink, but BG s
team has some notable
accomplishments.
While receiving little media
attention, rugby draws better
crowds then some varsity
sports. The Falcon Rugby &
Football Club, which was
established in 1968, has no
trouble recruiting players. In
fact, it has enough players to
make four teams, which are
separated into different skill
levels.
So, it turned out to be a good
afternoon after all. Rugby not
only offers violence for the
demented, like myself, but it's
also a fun game to watch. While
it's not as exciting as the Stanley
Cup playoffs, I won't have to be
dragged to a game next time.

BG News/Susan Cross
Bowling Green rugby player Mike Walsh soothes the pain of
another battle with his two post-game friends; the ice bag and the
cold beer.

LAST HOME GAME

AWAY!
BG VS 0U
SAT. 1 P.m.

•Sports/cap
Football — The Falcons
play their final home
game of the season tomorrow when they face the1
Ohio University Bobcats.
Kickoff is slated for 1 pjn.
at Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
Soccer — The kickers end
their season Sunday when
they travel to Dayton to
take on the Dayton Flyers.
Kickoff is set for 2 p.m.
,
Hockey —The Falcon icers
travel to Potsdam, N.Y.
for a pair of games against
Clarkson University. Both!
*

i'

**«-

tonight's and tomorrow's
contest will be held in
Walker Arena. Face off
time for both matches is
set for 7:30 p.m.

spikers travel to Toledo
tonight to challenge the
Rockets in Centennial Hall
at 7.

Men's Swimming — BG
travels to Detroit to face
Wayne State tomorrow beginning at 4 p.m.

Men's Cross Country —
The BG harriers pack
their bags for Champainge, 111. where they will
compete in regional competition tomorrow.

Women's Swimming —
The Falcons head for Oakland, Mich, to take on the
Pioneers today beginning
at 7:00 p.m.
Volleyball - The Falcon

Women's Cross Country —
The Falcon female harriers will also travel to
Champaigne, 111. for regional competition tomorrow.

McClure's Slats:
* 45 TD Passes
* Over 7.000 Passing
Yards
liA-OJTJOJSE
MAC TITLE STILL
-UULJHEU«_
WE HEED Y0UI
ffiUMUC
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Classifieds
Nov a. 1984

BgWehdy.
I'm so glad you're my big' The big Hunt was a
Hast even II I couldn't figure out tie dues'
You're the beat. I couldn't have gotten anyone
M
Love. LI Nancy
Bfce storage tor the winter. $24 96 Includes s
Spring kjnaup. $15 00 storage only.
Purcera Bike Shop. 131 W. Wooater

LOST It FOUND

{DowntownU352-6264

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

ASSOCIATION FOR CAREER WOMEN
Com* fXiiaoM hayra» tonight Food md
DMT provided along wltti a bonflra and 4 maa
ride Uaal al the union batora 9 45 Remember
lo keep aeervj mote Plzzaai
Attention All SludaMall
Placement Office SUM Assessment Semmar
"An employer's perspective on Intarvtawrtng"
Tuee.. Nov 13 '-9pm Bakoom Unkm

LOST
One AltllBUS Ring with diamond chip. Whit.
SKI yeflow gold band la bent Lost Man. Ill*
M Rao Cental. Greet eentlmenUH vekic-REWARB1 CaB Kate- 352-6IH.
LOST: WfJMAN'S RED JACKET ON NOVEV
BER 2 IN LOT 6 PLEASE CALL BETH AT .
4885
__

LOST: Smal black key
ettoched to an aguariue key ring.
seal 3524384

PAY IN-STATE FEES WHILE ATTENDING
COLLEGE OUT -OF- STATE - NATIONAL
STUDENT EXCHANGE. Open Intormatkm
eeeaton Tuesday Nov. 13 at 3:30, Campua
ajii, Union. Can'l attend? Call 2-8202.
•HI U TEA
SUN. NOV. 11,6:00.
L1VINO CENTEFL
ALL MEMBERS MUST K PRESENT TO INTERVIEW PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS. SEE
Y0U1
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN MEETING SUN. NOV. 11 1:00 pm
110 BA BLDG QUEST SPEAKER: DAVID
DANKLESSEN. TOPIC: THE BLIND. ALL EDUCATORS WELCOME.
The 1984 NoM Prize Winner Bishop Tutu wfl
be » Cokjrnoue at St. Atjany Church on 10*1
Nov at 3:00 pm M anyone Is interested to 00
contact Goodwin- 352-2325 Tftp a)
Whan you care enough to send the vary
on sale aoon. BGSU mom S dad
The Jewish Students Group conducts Shebbet
Servtcee every Friday evening at 6 30 pm In
the Faculty Lounge of the Student Union. Al
Interested students S tacuty are invited to
attend For further rtorrnefron on Jewish acrrvBJas on campus, contact Prof. David Wetnberg.
211 Warns, 372-2940
CAPS AND GOWNS
John Buckanmyer. Director of the University
Bookstore, would But to remind candidates for
the December 22 commencement to place
their orders xnmedistefy for cap and gown
regaka ot the Unrversrty Bookstore In Die
Student Services Buecvng No cash la needed
at the time the measurements are taken Orders
may aHo be phoned In to 372-2851
UNOERGRAOUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
MEETS TUESDAYS AT 7:30 IN 111 LIFE
SCIENCE. WE'RE HERE TO SERVE YOU! THE
u m USG IS YOU.

1Mb drawing Main SI
there

'Heppy Hours"4-7 Be

GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AH) FOR DETAILS WRITE
ACADEMIC RESEARCH, BOX 9128C, TOLEDO, OH 43897
LSAT CLASSES FORMING NOW
STANLEY H KAPLAN Educational Center
3550 Secor Rd. Toledo
SM-S701
Energy to gam nothing to Use but weight end
csluBkl. 10-29 pounde per month
ALL NATURAL, 100% guaranteed 354-1881
RUTHES SEWING 1 ALTERATIONS
HenaiBig new skirts S drsasea. Letters sewn
on Garments must be dean 352 7288
TUCKER TYPING ( WORD PROCESSING
Cassette tapes, papers, raaumea

Nancy 352-0609
Abortion, pregnancy reels, student rates Center tor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-2667769

PERSONALS
ALISSA GLASS- CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR ALPHA PHI-PHI TAU LAVAUERING' IT
MAY BE BELATED, BUT ITS PACKED WITH
WARM WtSHESI WE LOVE YOUYOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS

CAROL. KM, KATHLEEN. AND KIKI- SICK
OF CAFETERIA FOOD? TrREO OF THOSE PHI
MU FEASTS? THE HEADS OF YOUR FAMI
LIES REQUEST YOUR PRESENCE AT 70S
2nd ST APT B ON WEDNESDAY. NOV 14
FOR A TERRBTC. TANTALIZING TREAT
BflfNG YOUR "HEARTY" APPETITES AND
GET PSYCHED FOR A FANTASTIC NrOHT
LOVE. YOUR IQRAN01 BIOS
CtBCO AND MONTY:
"KEEP ON GWEEBM"
FROM YOUR NORMAL
ROriMMITTI- JEW t ZW
Ckjaleea KD't of Hie week: Ran to the Sunday
Brathaua bunch, Sue, Brenda. Anna, and Karen.. We looked sooo good we even nebbed
data party dates (hahl). Natural- wrist?! Hay
you Happy l<appya- next weak?!
Come and mourn the re election of Ronald
Reagan at a WAKE FOR THE WORLD, Sunday
M 1:30pm, St. Thomas More Gymnasium.
Gather to grieve and to learn hew to take
■ deadly policies. Music and
Cool Dude Kkiger: You are a ported 12 Good
luck Saturday Bounce those Bobcats Get
some slurp* skjrpie alter the game. Love, the
Monlque
Dear Sootl.
The peel veer has been the beet year ol my He
» only gets batter Happy Anniversary. Colt! I
love you! Love, Karen
Gets
Can't wan to party vrtth y'al tonight! Looking
lorward to lots of tun'

The Gemma Phis
Direct From Fez A Beautiful
Quean ki A Love Quadrangle
L'Ormindo November 9 M 8 p.m.
L Ornando November 11 M 3 p m.
Kobecker hat: S5.S3.S2
Cat 372-0171 For Tickets
To Theee Haartoua Events.

Aaao [Satan tor Career Women Get psyched
lor the haynde 4 bonRrs tonight Bring s Iriend 1
enjoy plenty of bear 1 muncrves Meet at 8:46
m front of the Unkm Bring your car It you have

one.
Association tor Career Women Don't forget
about the semi-formel «i December- be ready
tor a great r»gft»
ATTENTION MARTA OELLAVALENTMA
I'm soooo glad you're hoar tor the weekendl
Youl have to come more often1 We'll have a
great true' Thanks for coming Marts My
Plata It trtond and I wB pent the Ma town at
BGredll
Love ya. Barbara

Cintretulatlana Mauraan Ceeey on
peering to Bobl We
Lara, The AKs.

your

Dene.
This wssksnd la going to be treat especially
Seturdty night. N't been a long two week!
and we have a tot ol catching up to do. Hers' ■
to all the good limes we've had together and
aB MM taper times we hate ahead al us.
You're the beet and I love you!

or.

Fit- Do you want Hahsnekes- How about a
(coroal Oude- the hockey teem- everything at
tie same time? No, late go eat1 Gypsy

HaW ( you Juet don't know) Neetougel
You've asade my past three years here at BG
tun and exciting with your Jersey humor. N'a
tana to move on now but the memories will
still be there. I hope your future takes you to
pieces you've never been and make the beat
out ol your Ufa because you only live once.
Pteaee come beck and visit.
Good luck snd I'll miss youl
Love,kalhy
_

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Feeling Guilty? Many
people do. Reasons range
from broken homes to
unbroken habits. Whatever the cause, it's an
ugly feeling. Guilt is
both the fact of having
done wrong and the feeling of blame for doing
it. It's worst when the
way you live leaves you
empty, frustrated, and
filled with regret. But
there is a solution. Face
the fact and remember
Cod forgives. Then let
Him I Before this ad was
placed we started praying for you because we
care. Give us a chance to
share.

42 Kind of
discussion
43 Prove raise
46 Gaper
47 Paid beck
40 Partner of bounds
61 Certain under.
covet agent
52 Mechanic's need
ss Motorcycle pens
so Take — trom
60 Bay window
62 Goalie's play
63 Knowledge
64 Mountski
formation
65 Ancient Greek
city
66 Young adult
e7 Boxers
66 Buckyof
beaeball
DOWN
stalk Item
Ranch section
Gullet
Wheel pane
Motorist's sld
~A Chorus
Line'' hit
7 Flim-flam
8 Implied
g Luggage holdere

1
2
3
4
5
6

'

11

11

■

"

11

I1
I"
'I
r"

ft
'
U

KawUn^oJ

WorshipSunday 10 a.m., 6 p.m.
VVednesdBy 7 p.m.

'
H

B

3524284

f YOU LOVE SCIMETHtNQ, SET IT FREE. IF fT
COMES BACK TO YOU. ITS YOURS. IF IT
DOESN'T. IT NEVER WAS
I DO TRULY
LOVE YOUl
I love Madrid
It's a rvgh-lesNoned place
But when R comes to Irtends
BG s the place!
Mies you at-Lon A
Juke
A balalld congratulation a on your engagement to Mr. CeMomls man Rob. But you
don't understand, wa know you and Rob and
Edward wM have a MTetlme of happiness. We
lave ya Uddol Linda * Tracey
Junior.
Nrwember 12th It drawing near, no more IB,
now it's the big 20 3 more days Happy
Birthday Enjoyl Love ya, Jenl

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
CONGRATULATIONS TO:
KEN FA YE- AM CLASS PRESIDENT
DAVE MATTHEWS- AM CLASS SECRETARY
AND THE BEST OF THE REST:
MAM COCHRAN. DOUG RICE.
MATT MAHONEY, ROB OWNN,
RONMCKS
ASSOCIATE WITH THE BEST!
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
CONGRATULATIONS TO'
BILL TMELMAN AND JEFF HAREN
BROTHERS OF THE WEEK I
Lay-ma Amy 1.
Happy 8-Dayi
We must We mutt...

"

1

"

1

1'

■■

Nona Reda tto Good Luck againet 00
Remember Mom 1 Dad wB be watcrtngl I love
you! Jaoqul
My Dae Zee Big Daneen Tyranaky.
Tm to happy to be a part of your fanny Thanka
tor everything. FOXI
OZ Love. Li Lorl A
Nancy. Amy. and TtnWtvat more could a Big ask lor then you three ea
tttea? You ere the greateel and do Data Zeta
proud' Love ya tone. Big Loots
PI Kappa . TekJt-whete'e my abr? KaMa-OrMng
with you wet an experience araVil Dom-wm
you 69 a) oute a rtghtgeoue tmal Dennleaotrrey rlghtl Haddert- Ttstnka tor the roee'tcore check? Tig- did you Week the cherr again?
Crowbkd- you're to much tor words "' PejtolI'm glad I have s Dig bro1 Joe Sap Didn't know
you had to much shake to go with those Meal
Beach- Left do It again soon-rhsnks'l' To my
new roommate- The big apple sounds eweSt
TK- "rraaaaig you" who alow dances st 4:30
am? Rockledge- Dtno't On I Sunday night??
Mark- Can I ta* k) you now? Ctata- DU you
meet your dreem girl yer? Brien- Glad someone
use the lent. Odea- even ernBng M 7:00 a m7
Soon- We know who the real Freeze babkae
are. only 5 more verses of titty titty Don-at
always we make "the Quarters' teemt Nedgewaa tret pizza good? Ken- Maybe now you can
relax? Splashy Mekwtreeta not the piece to
"drop" your drawers! Joe- You're arwsys
there!!! TTm- where'a my coat? TC- Good Job at
Sunahine ChatangaTIII
Wel guys, you did an excetent tobl Not only
wit PUSH successful, but tunl Love you all
SKOAL
Raffle drawing Mem SI
"Happy Hourt" 4-7
Be there...
PMA COLADA'S MADE WITH
FRESH PINEAPPLE A OUR
FAMOUS SUPER OCTANE'S
ARE ONLY 12.50 EVERY
FRIDAY a SATURDAY NIGHTS
-It YEAR OLDS WELCOME ANYTIMEMAIN STREET

SUNDANCE ON PARENTS DAY
SURF > TURF SPECIAL
DON'T YOU S YOUR PARENTS
DESERVE THE BEST FOOD ml TOWN?
SUNOANCE RESTAUtlANT
Super New Menu al Sundance
HE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
fflNGRATULATE SAM ANDERSON ON HIS
■AE-DG LAVAIJERtvO TO UNOA EOQERT
hetaChla:
rntl happena when the men ol Thew. Cm and
the avJes of Kappa Data gat together"
There'a only one way to find out... Sea you
tonight The KD't
The wfneagreat
MadrU nighttfe- so late'
But It doesn't compare
I wish I ware there.

Help1 Wa re graduating 2 female roommates
needed for next semester Nice Apartment.
good locaton, tow rant Cat 354-6476
Need 2-4 people to sublet 2 bdrm. apt tor
Spring aem Ooee to campus CM 364-7886.
beet after 6pm
Ferrate roommete needed to tubieeee sport
rrrant tor tecond semeeter Own room with
double bed, doeo to campua Cal 352-7961
_ ..—.ate needed to aubtoaae ipi
very nice apt, ctoee to campua, S110 a
month. Cat 352-7171
NEEDED: rearvemokmg female roommete for
spring semeeter Vary nice apt In home across
torn Harm Hal. 362-4438
Wanted: mala to autxet homo tor spring '86.
own rooTi. 135/mo Inc UB, 2 roofltfiafttiM,
etnout Murjtnlt ptoaae. 362-4178

HELP WANTED
EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERKNCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS. SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: LAGUNAS P O
BOX 25701, CHICAGO. IL 6O626070I
The Picture Place al the university unkm needs
pert-time hot) Apply ki person MARKET RESEARCH FIELD WORK
AVAILABLE IN
BOWUNG GREEN
TRANSPORTATION ESSENTIAL
FLEXIBLE HOURS
688-8412.

FOR SALE

OOAK 100 ASA 135-34 COLOR PRINT FILt
12.JO WITH THIS AD
AT THE PtCTURE PLACB
AT THE UNIVERSITY UNION

'79 Data 88 Royele A/C. Detog, cruue. tat.
AM/FM stereo. Clllltll, dMded seata
$4,600 Cal 2-6849 for Into
For Sato 1171 FIAT SPORT $1500.00. Price
niBBBabll. CaB $$4-7406 ot 372-teel
10-speed Red UrWvege Custom Maxima
5 months old. $130
■ Cat 372-3870 ask lor aa
Beer sign. Soviet tag. Set of weights. Paper
cutter. Trrvial pursuit game. Binoculars. Voatybet net. Crattaman drfl For Sato. 354-8976
1976 Pontan Astra AM/FM STERO New Tke,
New Exhaueting. New Carburator, New Brake,
Sun Hoot. $1200 Cat 354-8018
For tele: Nordtce akl boota
SUe t, food condition, $45.

Love you at. Spice

THtsism
Who wt be the winner
ol Mem Si's French Quarter
Ratio? Special "Happy Hourt"
trom 4 to 7pm. wmnert mutt
be present

UNOAEGGERTA SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS FOR YOU
SAE-OG LAVAUERING TO SAMNI WE LOVE
YOU LOTS! YOUR PEE GEE SISTERS

To our wonderful KD pledges' Way to show
your KD pride' Thinks tor the Spell ravdl Wa
love our pledges' Your KD akUera

Lizard,
Happy 19th B-Oayl Gal peyched lor a greet
night- S putting down a few shots on us Don't
plan on getting up tor your parents on Saturday'
Frenchy A Nymph P.S You are gonna be the
pabentl

STUDENT ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
NEEDED FOR CRIME PREVENTION PROGRAM BEING MADE BY WBGU-TV. CONTACT BRENT GREENE OR PAT FITZGERALD
AT WBOU-TV, 3724)111.

Sheri Roeeeiol.
3ongrarulatBns on making the 84-86 Pomme
ette aquad! We're to proud of youl Love, your
avOskners

To my mem beefcake Joe PrcheV
You were greet last night Are your knaea stfl
week? Good kick Set va the Bobcats
Love, Debbie P.P.

UNOA "LOVELACE" MILLER.
WE ARE VERY SORRY TO HEAR ABOUT
YOUR SORE THROAT MAYBE YOU SHOULD
TRY SUCKING A HALLS, INSTEAD OF A
"MELCHERI"
LOVE, KAY FRCK

Wanted Campaign stokers, coetera. buttona.
ale. from Mondavi renero carnpaign kl excellent condreon tor PotOcel Science protect Cat
372-1130

Cheer up! Thkvge wW get bettor. I'd help you
and support you aa beet I can. I love youl
Love. "Utite me"

"Golden Rod"

Touch I reaching hand' Be t Pear Advisor'
Colege ol Health 5 Community Servtcee
Applcations eetatila-102 Heath Cantor.
Due Nov. ig
Tracey Wacey- Your one hel of a neighbor!
Murph and Want
•••U80V"
COME VOICE YOUR OPtrvtONS AND IDEAS
UNOERGRAOUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
MEETS EVERY TUESDAY AT 7.30 M 112
UFE SCIENCE, f YOU NEED US. USE U8I
Riffki drawing MMn St
'Happy Hourt" 4-7
Be there...

CaB Suzanne 354-7135
1982 Dodge Charger ki Good condrtlon For
more kilo, cal 354-7682 or 354-7993
For 8att: 73 Hornet.
Good BG TrarwoortaOon
$275. Cal Tom 364-7393
FOR SALE: MINOLTA 35 MM CAMERA.
AUTOWtND. CAMERA BAG, AND OTHER
ACCES CALL 364-1666 EvErBNOS
For Sett: Octopus scuba pro reguHtor with rut
corvaoie Beat offer. Oat Joe 363-7891

FOR RENT
TWO MALE PERSONS NEEDED IMMEDI
ATELY OR SPRNG SEMESTER TO SUBLEASE A 4 PERSON AFT LOW RENT, THREE
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS URL. SPLIT 4
WAYS. CALL 352-2810 JOE OR JEFF
Luxurious efficiency apartment, tmal but private Only $19000 Induoea utBOea New
fridge, but no stove Hot plato stowed, or you
connect on campus Fumiehed. cable, comtortabte. OH Mke It 372-2801 I leave number H
I'm not there.)
2 errWency Aatt to tublttii $225/mo. tor
fumiehed and $208 tor unfurnished All
taaBtoe Included. Its east separate Hvlliy
room tad bearoow. CaB t$4-t01t
For Rant: EflWency to sublet $165/mnth Al
utatee mduded 216 E Poe Rd Cal 3647772.

Who wB win the Grand Prize.
A weekend for 2 pka SI00'
» you eta have your Sal rate
acket, be M our "Happy Hourt"
today from 4-7
Mam St.- Fiench Quarter Raffle

YOU CAN ASK A FISHHEAD
ANY THaVO YOU WANT TO,
IT WON'T ANSWER
'CAUSE IT CAN'T TALK!
VERSE 4 COURTESY OF
LAMBDA OH ALPHA
Future Food Prolesaloneta
We wB be touring the General Man Factory Fri.
No*. 16th Cat CMy tor Xitormeton 3726303 Rides provided.
T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS ' ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC.
FAST SERVICE, OUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS. 364-3098

20* OFF

'
"
|'

Aak tor Laurie Am Picket!
M The Arrangement-let her you aaw this
ad a get 20* ott M of her servtcee
She's New-Try Her" The Arrangement
Cat 6 make an appomtment nowl
362-4101

1 or 2 person efficiency apt lo aubtot Spring
8am. Thuraton Manor Apts Cbee to campus
354-7524

vaage Green Apartments
Now accepting apotcartone for
Spring a FM Semesters
864-3633, 1-5 pm
Female roommete needed. House close to
campus, own room, fumiehed. Dec. rent paid
$126 mo pka 113 uB 362-684g
One vacancy, mate, aankx/grad. double room,
prtvato entrance, kitchen - does to unh.
362-7238
Apt. tor rent fret Spring. Two bedroom, turn.
apt Heel, water, end cable TV paid for Laundry
fecBIJaa. parking lot » Wke storage provided
$540'semeeter with tour persona
Cal 362-7182 aak tor lech
HELPI SUDDEN OPENtNOI Roommate It lee.
Kg, need raparMmant Ctn make 0000
OEALI Cal MM. 362-3780. or Mop by 320 N
Summit (2 btockl from campm) Own drtveway. Lota ol ttortot.
Houses t Apsrtmems
doae to campua for 85-86
school year 1-267-3341
2 bedroom apartment avaatbta on 3rd Street.
Cat 362-4380

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
ATTENTION ATHLETE8
Gam energy pkat Mmpteto balanced nutrition-ALL NATVJRAL. 100* m»intolrtl 364-1661

1

n

n

Hockey Equwmenl
Compare the Including sketes
Cooperels. sticks, ferseys. ale.
Fvcat'sBtui Shop
131 W Wooater (Downfownl

"

■
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NEW LOCATION
181 V.S. MAIN ST.

10 Automobile
feature
11 Hipbones
12 Catches. In e way
IS Fired upon
21 "Thankt
"
23 Indigo plant
25 Forever,
poetically
27 Vehicles
28 Turn away
29 Certain spare
30 Propel an auto
32 Odd
33 Uke some figs
36 First name In
the theater
39 Commuter's
alliance
42 Boac
43 Hsngar-on
44 Wrapped
4t Look Into
aoaki
46 Literary
products
50 Fathered
52 Beer ingredient
53 Indian tribe
54 Italian resort
66 Green vegetable
57 Impartial
56 Frontor back
61 Farm product

* HI MOM, HI DAD :
TM SO PSYCHED YOU'RE HERE. I'M SURE
WE'LL HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND I LOVE
YOU BOTH LOVE. ETHY
PS DON'T FORGET WHAT I TOLD YAM

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
"THERE IS NO BAD BEER
SOME KkVDS ARE JUST BETTER THAN
OTHERS

Funl Chatanglngl Exerdeel
Intramural Coed WaHeybaU entries due November by 4:00pm at tot Student Rec Center. Corea al and Men up now.
__

PMA COLADA'S MADE WITH
FRESH PINEAPPLE S OUR
FAMOUS SUPER OCTANE'S
AM ONLY 12.50 EVERY
FRIDAY A SATURDAY NNHTS
-It YEAR OLDS WELCOME ANYTIME -

ACROSS
1 Composer of
menycenlatss
5 Majority
0 Double
13 Tan
14 Peruvian people
16 Irritate
17 Bedouin
16 Doadoubieteke
19 Section
20 Detroit Issue
22 Memorable
Cermenand
others
24 Cosmetic
Ingredient
20 Containers of
a tort
27 Cousins ot
garages
31 Trolled
34 Nautical
expression
36 One ol the
Kennedys
37 Comperstlvs
ending
3B
Square.
Moscow
30 Statement of
betel
40 Aaaemsilkworm
41 Numerical prefix

T-SHHTS " T-SHIRTS " T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC.
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY, GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-3088

Bunny Hope opening night went wet Break s
leg lorXQhtl Love, Kaoue and The CeKorrya KM

SERVICES OFFERED

Hey DTe
Friday la here and R'a time tor our tea. Get
ready to relieve your week's tensions. The
tnaktt are ready to get wild aa can be. f 1 u ■
there's e surprise we can'l mention. Be
reedy for a crary tknelll
The bro't ol Sigma Nu
• • • Hey KD't • • •
Get ready to atop back In brne with the date of
your dreams st the new KD dete pertyi 28 days
and counting

BLOW YOUR FRIEND UP:
6 X 10 color enlargement
trom your negative
WITH THIS AD: S1.lt
st THE PICTURE PLACE
si the Unrversry Union

Leet WhNo cardboard tuba with design
drewlnae Inside. Vary Important! Reward
ofterred. CaB Tee—|HI 1117 Luat tamorta
al Ranald tor returnl Mmorta X-G S70
I Near. CaB 353-4HA. Ala lac Seen.

Attention AMA Member!
Champion Spark Plug Experience Day
2 OfMrWnQB ifl MBtaOQftQ aWVlCfl
2 openings In Marketing fteaeerch
I opening In teles
Nov. 14. Wednooday M Irrliraelad contact
John Frtcke 3S+S2B0 by Men, Nov. 12
CHAMPION SPARK PLUG
AMA MEMBERS
WEDNESOAY NOVEMBER 14
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO SPEND A DAY
WITH A PROFESSIONAL IN YOUR FIELD 4-5
SLOTS OPEN- RESEARCH. SERVICE/COMM AND SALES GET INVOLVEDi LEARN
WHAT YOUR CAREER REALLY ENTAILS!
CONTACT JON FWCKE 354-8290 or JOE
GOTTRON 354-7472

ML
Hope you're ready to pound, cui we're ready
to party. TMs weekend the gang will be
reunited and It wet be Just like old times.
Looking forward to seeing youl Love, The
I Gang

Great Btuttod rVantoee at Sundance: 3.70
HELPI BGSU STUDENTS!
HELP ME GET MY FRrENO. UNOA XOVELACE" MILLER UP FOR CLASS CALL HER AT
364-3370 ON MONDAY. WEDNESDAY AND
FNDAY AT 9 00 THANKS. RAY FRtCK

1
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WITH THIS AD
You may enjoy 20% OFF
the total check
for 1 to 4 persona.
V*SattT%l1'l1/84onV.
[DM rot «*, B i

WANTED
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One or two rot
Mad ha iBltlh
Mala or Female. Large house terete tram
raueeua-heve your awn big bedroom. Only
$111 ear rnenth. uWNtoe paid. Cat 352-11 tl
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Inside:
Magical grad student
'Places in the Heart'
'Summer and Smoke'
Top Ten LPs, singles
'American Dreamer'

CASEY'S

'Where quality originates"

-TIB BB lews Magazine-

Buy on* SINGLE at the regular
price, and gat the second FREE
'Treat your parents ft yourself"

Northern Neighbors
On both sides of the border, Tigers fans chug their Molsons while
Canadians shop at the "Ren Cen."

■ expire* 11 /18/84HH.BMHH

Raw works of Art

L'ORMINDO

Professor Ron Bandy's students never have a dull morning; neither
do the figures that the students sketch.

Cover Photo: A Greek restaurant's sign is overshadowed by the towers of the
Renaissance Center, located just two blocks from Greektown In downtown Detroit...See story, page 6.
Friday photo by Jtn Youl.

•FrWu/TM N MM MlilzlMFMMttr
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Chris Foran

Marcella Grande

Jim Youll

Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BG News, 106 university Hal, Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.

Great Tasting Bar-B-Que Ribs & Chicken.
Not a One Day Special But Special
Tasting EVERY DAY at

BJ's Food Emporium
143 E. Wooster
352-7603
Eat In - Take Out - Delivery

The BGSU
Playwright-In-Residence

presents
for

The
Playwright's
Forum
Tuesday, November 13
6-9 p.m.
400 University Hall
i ■ ..mm,,

by Cavalli

A beautiful young Queen
is caught In a "love-quadrangle"
but the hilarious events are
resolved to everyone's satisfaction.

Friday, November 9 at 8 pm
Sunday, November 11 at 3 pm
Kobacker Hall
Tickets $5. $3. $2
Call 372-0171
presented by Bowling Green Opera Theater

Enlargement Sale

noi Processing
The Very Best
From Your Nogmtlvo From Your SIM—

ACTOR AUDITIONS

tfiifirnY

*n

$ .20
$1.00
$2.50
$6.00

3X5 .....$ .50
5x7
$2.00
8x10
$3.00
11 x 14
$6.50

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY • OFFER EXPIRES II/30/8*
PRESENT COUPON WITH ORDER • NO QUANTITY UMTAT10N

Grand Opening
Sale

a-

Pictiuc
Place

372-0891

at the University Union
»f—t—« <
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He leaves em
witrY'tricks of the trade"
by Teresa Tarantlno
Tad Dickerson mystifies people.
He makes them believe they are seeing things (or not seeing things).
Dickerson is a University graduate
student in American Studies who pulls
things out of his sleeve •
Dickerson's father gave him a
magic set when he was 8 years old.
Ever since then, he has been fascinated by magic and has been entertaining puzzled audiences.
In addition to being a semi-professional magician, Dickerson is a historian of magic. His Westside
apartment is filled with memorabilia
such as old newspaper articles, posters, props and ticket stubs from the
magic shows of yesterday. His magical/menagerie includes a mahogany
box once owned by a Hungarian-Jewish vaudeville magician who fled German persecution.
Dickerson is a member of the International Brotherhood of Magicians.
During monthly meetings, he and his
fellow magicians meet to swap stories
and "tricks of the trade."
Many of the tricks that he exchanges were learned through apprenticing with several mentors, or
professional magicians. He said he
has been very fortunate to have run
into many magicians willing to share
trade secrets.
During a Toledo performance of
"The Magic of David Copperfield,"
Dickerson was fortunate to meet the

"master of illusion," Copperfield
himself. Though he did obtain the
performer's autograph, he was disappointed that time didn't allow the two
to swap secrets.
Dickerson performs many types of
magic, but his favorites are comedy
magic and illusions, which make up a
good portion of his act.
During a recent show at Portside in
Toledo, he demonstrated mentahsm,

FWOAY.'JIm YouN

Magician Tad Dickerson predicted the
lead stories in The BG News and T?ie
Blade as a tribute to master magician
Harry Houdinl.

a type of illusion he described as
"apparent telepathic ability."
In front of 1,000 people, during his
performance he revealed his predictions of what the headlines would be in
that day's Blade. The predictions had
been made a week before the actual
date and kept by officials at Portside
to keep the act legitimate.
On Tuesday, Oct. 30, Dickerson
performed the same illusion for The
BG News when he revealed his prediction of the lead stories in that day's
News.
Dickerson performed the feat to
draw attention to National Magic
Week and pay tribute to Harry Houdini, the famous illusionist who died
During the week prior to Oct. 30
Dickerson mailed a letter to the News
which contained what he believed
would be the front page stories on
Halloween Eve.
Dickerson asked that the letter be
placed in a large envelope, sealed and
marked with the date and time it
arrived, then placed in a locked file.
The day the paper came out, the
i predictions were revealed at a luncheon with Carolyn Van Schaik, editor of the flews.
That afternoon, Dickerson pulled
from the sealed, postmarked envelope a sheet of paper that correctly
listed each of the front page stories of
Tuesday's JVews. Along with listing all
of the day's front page news the letter
also made reference to an article that
was indexed on the front page about

the women's golf team.
Dickerson made it clear that he was
not claiming to be a prophet.
"Everything I do is accomplished
by natural means and can be done by
anyone, with a little practice," he
But the question still remains: How
did he do it? Dickerson said he cannot
foresee the future. However, the letter which he sent to the News contained information that no one knew
ahead of time.
Dickerson uses a simple statement
of fact to explain this and all other
illusions: "People see what they think
they see."
Dickerson is teaching others the fun
of magic through a UAO mini-course.
In the course he teaches "sleight-ofhand tricks" that can be performed
with everyday objects such as cards,
coins and string.
Dickerson is currently working toward one main goal as a magician: to
perform for the president of the
United States. He said that since
Merlin the Magician performed for
King Arthur, it has been the greatest
honor of any magician to perform for
the head of his nation.
On the way to the White House,
Dickerson says he will perform for
any occasion, birthday parties, school
children and all cynics.
Teresa Tarantino is a Junior news/editorial journalism major from
Seven Hills, Ohio.
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"Summer and Smoke" flawless

by Shelly Trusty
I looked for problems in BG Theater's production of Tennesse Williams drama, "Summer and Smoke,"
when I watched it in its final dress
rehearsal on Wednesday night. The
(iroblems I found were a handful of
inal-dress lighting miscues - nothing
else. The show was fabulous!
The play is a story of Alma Winemiller (Eileen Nowacki) and John
Buchanan Jr. (Tim Murnen). It is a
story of the perception of human life
from two angles: Alma, the daughter
of a minister, sees life as a means to
satisfy the soul. John, the son of a
doctor, sees life as a means to satisfy
the body. John believes in erotic love;
Alma believes in platonic love. Alma
and John grow up next door to each
other, idolize each other, and stick
stubbornly to their own beliefs.
I can't imagine a better-cast show.
Nowacki skillfully masters the character of the high-strung, overly dramatic, unsure Alma Wmemiller. The
Buritanical young woman shines and
ves in Nowacki s acting style. Murnen is equally wonderful as John
Buchanan. He makes lechery and
drunkenness almost appealing as the
loveable and confused young doctor.
The fire in the show, (the thing that
made it click) was the chemistry
between these actors. In the second
act when the bottom falls out of the
relationship between Alma and John,
I felt it coming before it was spoken.
The supporting cast was strong
also. Every part was played to its
fullest extent - which reflected not
only the the capabilities of a fine
bunch of actors and actresses, but the
superior skill of the director, Dr.
Charles Boughton. Especially amus-

FRIDAV. J4m Yooll

A mentally ill Mrs. Wlnemiller (Liz Hamernik, junior English major) busies herself with a jigsaw puzzie while her daughter
Alma (Eileen Nowacki, graduate student in theater) talks on the telephone with the man she loves despite their opposite views
of what love should be.

ing was Karen Righter in the part of
Mrs. Bassett - the part was not extensive, but she made it memorable.
Overall, I have to say that this is the
best play I have seen at the University. It was cast well, the scenery is

well designed and the costumes are
delightful I would not hesitate to
recommend this play to anyone.
"Summer and Smoke" is playing at
the Main Auditorium November 9-10,
and 14-17 at 8:00 p.m.. Admission is $4

for adults, $2 for students and senior
citizens.
Shelly Trusty is a junior English
major from Reno, Nevada.

Field vital and moving in 'Places'
by Chris foran

Where "Places" misses is in its
she will have to sell her house or be mastered the art of drawing supreme
ready to lose it
performances from quality actors. efforts to stray away from that theme
Robert Benton has it in for the
But Edna is of a determined breed. Field, whose Edna Spaulding tends to of triumph over adversity. An inexpliAmerican family.
Snapping into action, she hires a come across like a Depression-era cable affair between Margaret's husIn 1979, he first let the typical black drifter named Moze (Danny version of "Norma Rae, manages to band (Ed Harris) and her best friend
upwardly mobile family have it in Glover) and takes in a blind boarder deliver the determination needed to (Viola Amy Madigan) deflates the
"Kramer vs. Kramer," a realistic (John Malkovich) to help make ends make her character vital and moving. film's potential power. Harris (who
portrayal of the breakup and rebuild- meet. She puts all her hope, determinHer two pillars of support, Malko- played John Glenn in "The Right
ing of the Kramer household. Opening ation and drive into her jO-acre farm, vich and Glover, master the screen. Stuff" and a mercenary in "Under
the scene is Meryl Streep's abrupt planting cotton with the long-shot Malkovich, whose current off-Broad- Fire") and Madigan ("Love Letters,"
exit from her life as wife and mother. hope of pulling in the first harvest and way play is the smash of the New "Streets of Fire'r) deliver strong perThe Oscar-winning drama showed the picking up the accompanying bonus York stage scene, could be another formances despite the ambiguity of
fractured family fight its battle for prize.
Sam Sbepard: his quietly stirring their characters which further undersurvival and win.
As you might expect, "Places in the portrayal of the blind veteran who cut the film's impact
In "Places in the Heart," Benton's Heart" is a story of little people must come to terms with his handicap
CJiris Foran is a popular culture
new film starring Sally Field, he lets fighting to survive and winning - quickly becomes a metaphor for the graduate student from Milwaukee,
the family have it with both barrels. showing that the problems of three film as a whole.
Wisconsin.
This time, the husband's equally little people do amount to a hill of
abrupt exit forces the wife to come to beans in this crazy world, after all. In
terms facing the crisis of daily living - many ways, this movie is closer to
Places in the Heart
alone with two little kids.
"Terms of Endearment" than Written and directed by Robert Benton
Set in a small Texas town during "Kramer."
the Depression, the story opens with a
It is on that level that "Places" is Cinematography by Nestor Almendros
Edna Spaulding
jolt: Edna Spaulding's (Field) sheriff most successful. Benton. as in Sally Field
Margaret Lomax
husband dies from a random bullet "Kramer," is able to turn the screen Lindsay Grouse
Wayne Lomax
fired by a drunken kid. Knowing she into his emotion-laden canvas, and Ed Harris
Viola
cannot support herself and her two the results are occasionally moving Amy Madigan.
Mr. Will
young children on the family's minus- and at times stirring, thanks in part to John Malkovich
Moze
cule savings, she turns first to her cinematographer Nestor Almendros Danny Glover
sister Margaret (Lindsay Grouse) who worked on "Kramer."
Rated: PG...3 stars
and^then to the bank, which tells her _ »• Benton shows in the film that he has
,v
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Dreamer' erratic despite acting talent
rmnmn*

(AP) - "American Dreamer" can't
decide whether it wants to be a
screwball comedy, a spy thriller or a
fantasy. As a result, ft fails in all
departments despite attractive players and lush settings in Paris.
By writing an imitation of the immensely popular Rebecca Ryan novels, Williams wins a trip to Paris. Her
husband declines to accompany her.
On her first day in Paris, she is a
struck by a car outside Notre Dame.
When she regains consciousness, she
believes she is Rebecca Ryan.
Wait a minute, folks. Do you really
expect us to believe that a blow on the
head transforms this American
housewife into a superspy ? The rest of
the movie is a confused spy caper that
offers much movement ana little
logic. Williams' unwilling assistant is
Tom Conti, son of the author of the
romantic novels. The dynamic British
actor, who was nominated for an
Academy Award for "Reuben, Reu-

ben," is totally wasted as the exasperated companion who inevitably tails
in love with the American scatterbrain.
JoBeth Williams U one of Ameri-

ca's brightest young actresses, as she
demonstrated in "The Big Chill." She
is asked to do the impossible in
"American Dreamer," but she gives
it a gallant try. The director is Rick

The Charts:

Billboard Magazine's Top Tens
(AP) - The following are Billboard's hot record hits as they appear
in next week's issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1984, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
HOT SINGLES
l."Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go"
Wham (Columbia)
2."Purple Rain" Prince (Warner
Bros.)
3."Caribbean Queen" Billy Ocean
(Jive-Arista)

4."I Feel For You" Chaka Khan
(Warner Bros.)
5."I Just Called to Say I Love You"
Stevie Wonder (Motown)
6."Out of Touch" Daryl Hall & John
Oates (RCA)
7."Better Be Good to Me" Tina
Turner (Capitol)
B."Strut" Sheena Easton (EMIAmerica)
9. "All Through the Night" Cyndi
Lauper (Portrait)
10."Penny Lover" Lionel Richie (Motown)

'■.it

Rosenthal, whose style lacks the
crispness to pull off what was intended as high comedy.
The rating is PG, possibly because
of two fairly innocent bed scenes.
TOPLP'S
l."Purple Rain" Prince & The Revo
lutlon (Warner Bros.)-Platinum
(More than 1 million units sold.)
2."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce
Springsteen (Columbia)-Platinum
3."Private Dancer" Tina Turner (CaS\tol)-Platinum
'"The Woman in Red' Sound
track" Stevie Wonder (Motown)
5."Sports" Huey Lewis ft The News
(Chrysalis)-P/atimiro
6."Can't Slow Down" Lionel Richie
(Motown )-Platinum
7."1100 Bel Air Place" Julio Igleslas
(Columbia)-P/atinum
8."Volume One" The Honeydrip
pen (Esparanza)
9."Heartbeat City" The Cars (Elektra)- Platinum
10."She's So Unusual" Cyndi Lauper
(Portrait)-PIatuium

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ECAP PRESENTS:

"STAR SEARCH

J J

Semi-Final Competition
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 11, 1984
At Joe E. Brown Theatre
3 p.m. ADMISSION FREE

Put
your
feelings
into words...

FEATURING
COMEDY
Martin Cunningham
Cheryl Henke

ACTING PUQ
Cherie Hamonds
and Tony Gibson

BANDS

"Capt. Munch and
the Funky Bunch"
"SuKe"
"C-duced"
MODEL
Fonda Smith

SiNOERS
FEMALE
Lisa WiHiams
Kim Toth
Angela Williams
Susan May Donley
Jennifer Groman
Kimberly Williams
MALE
Timothy Craig
Brett Collins
EricWolber
Jeff Archer
MC Mel Bichl

JVDQEfr

- Don Payne, Producer/ Director WBGU-TV
- Chanene Mitchell ■ Rodgers, Pres. Media Consultants and General Mgr. WSHJFM (88) Detroit Michigan
■ Charles Lee, Performance Director, Univ. of Toledo
- BGSU Faculty/Staff Member
.,,,,..,,
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by Leane Costello

It's Friday afternoon and you're walking home from your last class. Immediately you
think about the weekend ahead. Excited? No, because it takes almost as much mental
energy to decide how to reward five days of hard work as it did to accomplish it. There
just is not enough to do in Bowling Green.
You want to get away for a while. Well, how does visiting a major city and even another
country sound? Straight up U.S. 75, only an hour and a half away is your key to an
experience which can relieve the recurrent boredom of Bowling Green - a visit to "the
other set" of "Twin Cities."
Not only is Detroit, Mich., the home of the champion Tigers, but also the home of the
downtown riverfront Renaissance Center and nearby Greektown. And just across the
Detroit River is what Detroit residents call their twin city: Windsor, Ontario, Canada
where the American dollar stretches 25 percent, eh.

Journeying north to twin territory yon
tour...
• THE RENAISSANCE CENTER...

Greek "tavernas," cafes, markets,
bakeries and boutiques. As you shop,
you're put into a festive mood by the
lilting melodies of traditional Greek
music that many store proprieters
PlayPassing the tiny stores, the rich
smells of baked goods beckon you.
And once you submit, it's all over!
upon trays of baklava samples
tt ou've never seen Trays
the eyes, and eventually, your
anvthing like this circular architectu- meet
stomach. Baklava, with its thirty layral wonder that soars 73 stories above ers
of filo dough squishing with nut
the riverfront skyline. Four gleaming paste and honey, is a sweet, gooey
chrome and glass towers housing treat that's an all-time favorite of
thousands of the city's business of- visitors and Greeks alike, said Sakie
fices are interconnected by one of Dionysopoulos, manager of the
Detroit's finest shopping locales, the Athens Bakery and Grocery Com"World of Shops." In the center is the
tallest tower, the classy Westin Hotel. pany.
The Yasoo Ice Cream Parlor and
Inside, you'll find the atmosphere
Bakery is another place you
luxurious and relaxing. The spacious Greek
want to miss. Besides ice cream
lobby, from which you can enter any won't
you can tempt yourself
tower, contains a mini-lake and an specialties,
roumbaba, a rum-soaked type of
abundance of hanging plants and with
cake; nut rolls, honey cookies
trees, accentuated by sunlight creme
Greek cigars - edible ones of
streaming down from huge skylights. and
rum and nuts in a creamy
Winding stairways link the four shop- chocolate,
pastry.
ping levels, and you can rest on plush
from BG will attest that one
couches encased in tiny round balco- of Vistors
Greektown's best eating establishnies, called "cocktail pods."
is the Old Parthenon RestauSurrounding the lobby is the mall- ments
rant on Monroe Avenue. For the first
lover's heaven complete with elegant course,
you can further stuff yourself
clothing and shoe stores, book stores, with stuffed
Next, you
record stores, jewelry shops and a can have yourgrapeleaves.
of Greek antivariety of lounges and specialty res- pasto or oliveschoice
accompanied by a
taurants. The Center's highlight, how- sweet red Greek wine.
if you're the
ever, is its menagerie of artwork and brave type, sample Or
squid and
gift shops. You may find your favorite octopus marinated inthetangy
lemon
snack stop to be The Cookie Machine, sauce!
which offers a delicious assortment of
The Parthenon's specialty, accordcrunchy, chewy cookie delights.
ing to its owner, is lamb made a
variety of ways - barbecued, roasted,
• GREEKTOWN...
or folded into gyros.
Nestled in downtown Detroit just shish-kebabed
Capped by spumoni ice cream or
two blocks west of the Renaissance yogurt
with honey, a meal at the
Center is a colorful block rich in
would be a luscious experiGreek heritage. Monroe Avenue, its Parthenon
"main drag, is a concentration of ence compatible with your student's

pocketbook.

The experience doesn't have to end
here. Later in the evening you can sip
savory Greek coffee at one of Greektown's tavernas and be entertained
with traditional Greek singing and
dancing.' A warning - you may be
asked to join in!
• WINDSOR TRAVELING TIPS...

1*1

.S. 75 will take
you directly to the Ambassador
Bridge, the longest suspension bridge
between two countries. Spanning two
miles, the bridge presents you with a
breathtaking sight of the two countries separated by the Detroit River,
as well as a clear view of the gleaming Renaissance Center gracing Detroit's waterfront.
Customs is not so pleasant, however. Uniformed officials will curtly
question your motives for entering
Canada and ask about vour car's
contents. After the ordeal, don't
breathe the heavy sigh of relief, for
the same will happen going back to
the States. As lone as you have no
more than $400 dollars worth of Canadian goods, you'll be fine, according to customs personnel.
While on the subject of goods, you'll
find shopping in Windsor a great
economic advantage for your shrinking student budget. Most stores will
give an exchange rate of 20-25 cents
on every U.S. dollar. For instance, if
you buy a record for $8, the cashier
will give you up to $2 dollars back. But
beware of Canadian merchants hoping to capitalize on American naivete
. They will up their prices so visitors
will think they're saving a bundle, but

The busiest street in Greektown is lined with shops, most of whl

Detroit dos*
•iW*.

•MWM

gP«
Two boys run past an ice cream store in Greektown.

shops, most of which are bakeries or taverns.

dose°of fun W JIId SOf

Bill Liallos, owner of an ice cream shop in Qreektown. relaxes with a Greeklanguage newspaper at the counter of his store.

ktown.

in actuality are not. So shop smartly!
Most banks will give the top exchange
rate, which is about 30 percent on
your dollar, so you may want to
exchange your money for Canadian
currency before leaving.
• WINDSOR NIGHTLIFE ...
After leaving the Ambassador
Bridge and customs, head west on
Sandwich Street until you come to
Riverside Avenue. Turn right and it
will lead you on a scenic route along
the waterfront to downtown Windsor,
its center for fine shopping, eating
and entertainment.
The Olde Fish Market on 156 Chatham St. is a favorite of Americans,
said manager Nick Fanas.
"Seventy percent of our clientele
are from around Detroit," he said.
The restaurant's specialty is an enormous variety of fresh fish and shellfish. Downstairs, however, is the main
attraction for visitors, said Fanas.

The English-style pub, Coach and
Horses, is a cozy atmosphere where
you can enjoy hearty English fare and
the best of English and Canadian
beers. According to bartender Carrie
Guest, the most popular beers are
Molson's Canadian, Labatt's Blue,
Old Vienna and Molson Brador, a
very potent brew which Guest said
was most popular on weekends. Canada's drinking age is 19, one of the
main reasons why college students
love to socialize in Windsor.
A livelier nightspot, said Guest, is
Peachy's, a combination bar and
pizza parlor best known for its spicy
chicken wings. Canadian and American students celebrate their weekend's reprieve with pizza, chicken
wings and Peachy's 'Frozen Fantasies," delightful concoctions of fruits
mixed in margaritas, chi chls, daquiris and pina coladas.
On a downtown comer of the waterfront is Komedy Korner, a nightclub

where comedians from all over America entertain those who need a good
laugh. By the end of the evening,
you'll need assistance getting out of
the place, (and not because you become staggering drunk, although that
also is possible), but because you
have laughed yourself delirious.
"Windsor is the only point where
the city of Detroit looks good from,"
joked one of the comedians as he
referred to the glamorously lit Rennaissance Center across the river.
He may be right considering Detroit's reputation, but with the champion Tigers and an ethnic town that
will smack 20 pounds on a tourist,
Detroit has spicy character. And combined with Windsor's class hotspots,
the two make for an awesome roadtrip.
Leane Costello is a senior Journalism major from Los Angeles, Calif or-

by Kim M. Zitko
thing new to society, and students in
Bandy's class believe it is easier to
draw a model who is not wearing any
clothes. "The human figure is one of
the most difficult things to draw,"
said Patsy Ehrbor, a Junior art therapy major. "You can get the proportions together a lot easier when you
are not worrying about the folds of
their clothing."
Cheryl Hudson, junior graphic design major, sala she was anxious
about the course. "I was nervous at
first, but as long as it doesn't bother
them, it doesn't bother roe," she said.
"You really forget the model is even
there at all."
The easiest way to prepare students for the class is by not preparing

Life Drawing is not the typical idea
of an "average*' art class. There is no
bowl of plastic fruit on a pedestal in
the center of the room. Instead, a
nude male model poses on a raised
platform. Students take part In the
life-drawing class taught by art professor Ron Bandy.
A great deal of art uses the human
figure in some way, said Bandy, director of the painting department at
the University.
"It's very important to know how
to draw properly. Once you can do
that, then you can do it personally,
and then you can take your art in any
direction you want"
Drawing nude models is not some-

No bowl of fruit
in this art course
modeling.
"People just dont understand it.
They put nude modeling in a sexual
context and it doesn't belong there,"
she protested.
This is the third year that Marci(who prefers to remain anonymous)
has been modeling.
The junior elementary education and
art major worked one
year at Ohio Northern University before
coming to the University . She went from $8
an hour to minimum
wage, the salary paid
by the University.
"I don't do it for the
money. I do it mainly
because of the peoEle," she said. "I get
) know them personally through their art,
and the way they create me."
Unlike Marci, this
is Paul's first exposure to modeling. The
21-year-old senior
(who also prefers to
reamin anonymous),
majoring in political
science began posing
for the life-drawing
classes just this semester.
"I'm in the work
study program and
needed to fuid a job,"
Paul said. "All the
other lobs seemed so
FfsBAY/Jm Veal mundane," Paul
Identified, practices said, adding that

them at all, said Bandy. "The more
apprehensive I am going into it, the
more apprehensive they are about the
class."
The atmosphere of the class is as
relaxed or as uptight as the student

a unique
opportunity
for
Fisheries
— fiological Science & Chemistry —
Majors/Minors

For you and the wot 1.1 Uself. As a Peace Corps volunteer, you can put your degree to work at a challenging, demanding and unique opportunity. You'll be
meeting new people, learning a new language, experiencing a new culture ana gaining a whole new
out look. And while you're building your future, you'll
help people in developing countries through fisheries protects, Including fish pond construction and
maintenance, pond stocking, management and harvesting techniques, fishing cooperative formation
and marketing techniques and introducing fish as a
high protein source for local diets. The financial rewards may not be great but as a Peace Corps volunteer your opportunity tor growth is certain.

A student, who declined to be
drawing the human figure of Marc!, a junior elementary educati' • -nd art major, during Life Drawing class.

makes it, Bandy said. "There's nothing sexual about the class or about
total nudity. It's cold, cut and dried,
bat it's hard to convince people of
that."
^^
Mard, a M-year-old model for the
life-drawing class said she has received negative reactions toward her

Applications accented Nov 13
and 14 at the Placement Office
Student Services Bldn. S1nn
up today for an interview.
Call: 1-800-521-8686, ext. 107

"Welcome
BGSU Parents"

TO'S CAMPUS CORNER
"Serving the everyday needs of the college student"

902 E. Wooster

•imprinted sportswear
•BO Jacket*
•Stodium Cushions
•New falcon bandanas
•assorted memorabilia

time tofluak.
"I never concentrate on what I'm rleuw, but rather on
anything frem what Illhave for lunch
to my dam assignments."
la his 17 years at the University.
Bandy said he haa never encountered
any negative experiences while teachingr *e course.
'The only problem I have ever
faced is not having modeli snow up."
There are six medels employed in
the aeaartment: four women and two
men. Sandy uses a modei he feels win
beet Bustrate the r*articiilar problem
he la wmhiili Ink, and thtarefare they
work m aa on-call basis.
The course ia a requirement for all
areaa cf art studied, hat many rtoa-art
majors are enrolled, Bandy said
' 1"* Purpose of the course is to
anteataad as well as lean to draw
the harnan flgere."
For art majors and non-art majors
■like, the lite-drawing class iTa
course to umierstand the phenomenal
design of the human body.

Owner Garnet Ohns
Kim Zitko ia a sen/or magazine
journalism major
tram WU&wick,
r
Ohio.
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wnh wa-mg. peetdMng. caHnMs.
rsrturss. BBSBMJ and ceBng>

0

COLLEGE

KXJTBALL

MMhftojB Stats st lew*
iTkaC. MOVK **V» "fndjngnd Spscaee'' (19821 hobsri
Unch. JoB.th Vessarrii.

9 9

2:30

WOOOWMOHTS

SHOP A dwnon»««on of ths
|—Hl| dscoretws tscrVaous of
crupcarvavg

MO
9 HYDROPLANE RACING
"Swd'i Thunderlest,"
■ CONSTITtmON: THAT
DELICAT1
BALANCE
An
aeirlcrei-an of the federal government a etekty ■> conduct covert
opoiMiona widen a Cortetrbjtaorvet
karrvawork Oast B>ffWl IrsoOOm of ihs press, mi g
OB AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Froddn INrwsrs saiga
Daddy a
Hor*ytorrk." and VVsso Nalaon
and Man* Haggard pa* * tempangoflfiawfMoMaa.

■ NATUM A loot ■ rha h«t
W paoplaa oi Papua. Na. OKhM and trw WWm o( lha.
ajtond a two*. «IQ
fCTARTMK
MATINII
AT
THf
BIJOU Faafurari: ' Fiawrrio, to
Llw»" (1934) tla-ng Qni>a
aaatewtori. thorn "HoVywood on
Panda'' (ltlll.
Th. WOT.
:ya" 119361. cartoon "TM Can'
*>»y
IIIMI. cMpW 3 ot
Tha PMMom Croat* 119301
atamno,talaL.rfo.
fTllQ MOV* **
'Burnt*
Fa*" I1M3) Matt Mon Mtoftav
"»rt« Two enwhara an mata
In a amal town and ona ramaina a
haro to naiapoafnooo ttMjoi. n

MO
0 THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMENT
• 13RERORTS
?:O0
■ NEWS
JUDGE Hump*.** i-**. the
it— of a aptntuawit eco-ead of
baajng an eUarty woman out of
$15 000 g
{HEEHAW
OrVORCE COURT
• SOLID GOLD
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE "The Barchaatar Chrontokw" Aftrtough Mr Herring •»
■egall"
vindicated
Ihrowgh
Archdeacon Granttya effortt.
Harrtng bakavea he hee a morel
dutytorafcgn (P»t2ot Jig
CSPHI COLLEGE FOOTBALL
SCOREBOARD

1:30
• SB COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Waaha>gHn at USC
if)
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
f Undo Situ at South Catobna
CJPNI
NFL '8
GREATEST
MOMENTS MV*O>'» of Ow
1177 Data* Cowboy* and 197»
r>msburgh Swell. W)
4-00
OB rmtHQ LINE

7:30
«MUPPETS
DON CHERRY'S GRAPEVINE Gueet Tony Eapoarto
(WEEKEND MAGAZINE
NEWTON'S APPLE How
ha detectori work: why god bade
have oVnpkM: whet cim-l hiccupa.g
ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
MaMOixi at Oklahoma Slate

Chnatawsty

rvongerds Othat Fadha" Guest*
■anadKona monk Dswd Skaandr
Raat. profaaaora Langdon Gsasy.
Donald Lopai Jr and Steven
nocaafatat.
fB HAWAIIAN SPECTRUM
(TMQMOVal *** The Man
From Snowy fewer" (1982) Krt
Bougie.. Tom Burkneon
4:30
m CREATIVITY WTTH
MOVERS Film da-actor
Motion drecueeea hra career.
UFNI NFL GAME OF
WEEK (ft)

B:0O
• Oj) AIRWOLF Corranendoe
hem an eovenced mteterv hehcopter Irom the wStaSj guarded
plam o* m manufacturer
O NHL HOCKEY Montreal
Canechana at Calgary Flamea
•
OIFF'RENT
STROKES
Arnoid'a new fnand and neighbor
Car mala ta peraueded to beet up
the eohoaf buty. who * ptohmg on
Sam.
09 T.J. HOOKER Mookar i*
reunrtad wrih rormar partner Jam
Cody I Jim Brown) to aohre a
ganr>and-atyle murder but Ihe
ceao becomee najddM whan n
appears Cody'a deu««tter may be
-nvc*vad Q
m MOVIE ***■-!
Ganita
men Frefer Btoodaa (1083) Mar
■V Monroe, Jane P-IBMI. TWO
ahowgwti head for Pern knowmg
fiai "(kamonda are • gvTa best
mend
« STAR SEARCH
MOVIE **
-Siromboh'
H9S0I Ingnd Bergman. Mar*
YHata Unaucceeaful m anprowmg.
her lot through marriage, a poor
Banefman'e was yserna for eomsttwrgbener.
(TWO MOVIE #**H The
rbght SturT 119831 Sam Shapard. Soon Gtann Baaed on the
novel by Tom Wo*e The *a»ac

BILL
John
Q
THE

BOO
• TONY BROWN'S JOLWNAL Fenthouee puDkenar Bob
Guocrone raponde to rha charge
diet he aaproaad ths nret black
M«aAmanc«.

OB CONGRESS: WE
FEOFLE

THE

ESPN) GOLF Kapakje inter nstaonal Chsmpttnshap Owd round
(awe from Mow. Haarea)

0-00
I FAINTING CERAMICS
THE RACE FOB) NUMBER ONE: COLLEGE FOOTBALL REPORT Cc-kage tootbe.
tCCrat Hd rayd.? Kt mm IXkavl
01* country vd a took at naat
araah'a may uumaala.

• CONOMM: W€

TM

rtont

MMM

MO

OCKNEWS

oon and iraasng of the Krst Amsr•can essronewsi take ptaca amid
poMtcel wiara»jvsnng and rrteras
hype during the first ysars of ma
apace program 'FG' g

OB MOVIE *** "Hal ht For
He-oaa (1962) Stave McQueen.
Bobby Oam. A aqtaid of American Gas .1 ordered to hold back
the Germane at any cost.
■ SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
Host George Carkn

•:90
01 QIMME A BREAK Nek
learns diet Joey has been cuitmg
school to apend laa eftemoone
waafcdanc*ng et the oaacn
0j>
TALES
DARKS! DE

FROM

■ COUNTRY EXPRESS
fTheC) MOVIE **
Porky i
(1981) Dan Monahan. Mark Harrier. In Florida at the tats 1960s, a
gang of tun-towng lagh school
boys asafc. (avenge egexttt ths
proprieic or a locei brothel n

THE

B:00
9 0 MICKEY SFILLANE'S
MIKE
HAMMER
Hammer
lakes on a habitual gembter en
irtlamaorjnal f-nanoer and a »aai
ury agent et order to eolve rha
murder of e Inend
• MOVIE **■,
Buatn
Loose'' HMD Bcherd Fryor.
Ctosly Tyson. A bwrnbeng burglar,
e concerned achoonssensr end
e-ght crweran make a cross country BO <n a brokari-down echool

g

■tea

■ ST AH SEARCH

•nat
0 MOV* **
Cotor HMn
Daad
(19741 Gayta Hunracwn.
Swphan Raa A huaband and wifa
priaala a»a taam try to catoh a
■tar balora ht can mud. thaa
chant.

bus. mi

1JKJO
• TWlKiMT ZONE

OB LOVE BOAT Doc'a rornanuc
plane are quashed wttan hra ••
wrts'a hancs boards rhe atap: a

• SPNI CCUEQE FOOTBAU.
1 lino,in at Oklahoma Slata (HI

with a man ehe'e MI mst. e
woman leerne a atarSmg escret
about her naval comparaon uncle

•
TALES
DABttstOf

ItaM
FROM

THI

laea
ai SOUL TRAIN

O MOVIE *** Bedmen Of
Atcetrar (19621 Bun Lancaster.
Karl Maiden Oumg ftm 53 yaara
of anpraranment. Robert Stroud
becomea e world authority on
birds.

1:00
■
NEW
YORK
HOT
TRACKS
■ TWILIGHT ZONE SAVER
ANNIVERSARY
Ih-aa ap.
aodaa hom rha mtanat aariaa navm ralatiad ai ayndkaoon. Ona
alory atamng Aoban Duvat antidad ' Maaawa" xcluOn aoanaa
aieolof.

0:30
B DRUM CORPS INTERNATIONAL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP Feature, drum and
ought corp. m competition end
ennouncamant of the wavier.
from Atlanta

itia
O WRESTLING
(TMCI MOV* *»
Run*.
Pojh" (19831 Matt Didorv Miotay
Rourka.

OB AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Gary Moms psrforme ■ eenss of
las l-u incluckng Heeded For A
Hssrtachs' and "The Leva She
Found In Me.
and Gad Deutee
doss
Someone ■• Looking For
Someone Law Vou" and "Yours
A Herd Dog To Keep Under The
Porch.''

tea
aj NEWS
2:30
St MOVIE www "SuaratQ"
119731 ESott QooU. Sobart
Ml

■ NEWS

10:00
OB OB MICKEY 8PBXANES
MBCE HAMMER A valuable
■ede necklace proves to be the hey
to eohnrig rhe murder of Vstda'e
brother.
OB FINDER OF LOST LOVES
Gary iiatchee for a grl whom hra
client hee assn but never met. and
Oaanr begate s oussi lor e men
behoved drowned *n e boaong
ecodent eevsn yssrs ago.

(TMCI
MOVIE
**
"Tha
Appaa" (19801 Catnar-w Mary
Stawan. Gaorga Gamour
l:SO
«Sattl SPORTSCSNTIR

4(00

■
MOV*
••1
Oaaotv
Ham" (11761 Oon Murray. Dtahn
CSPNI GOLF Kapabia Karaoonal OvMraMnatap thad round

u. m
SUNOAY

II TOO

« OB OB OB NEWS

MOVEMSER II, liS4

NATIONAL C?
ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
REPORT
III 10
ESPN) BPORTSCENTtR
11:20

11:00

(NEWS
ABC NEWS Q

I COMMENT
WORSHIP FOR SHUTINS
I KIDS INCCdkPO-ATED
ITHE BRAIN

11:30
■ MOVIE ** H B*y Jack"
11B71I Tom Laughsn, OeBDraS
Taylor. An as-Orssn Bsrst eharnpasns ths csuss of e faaoom
aohool lor runswoye on en Arttone
tncaan rsesrvst-jn

Gsorga Kennedy.
ESPN) AUTO RACING Can
Am Pascatg from Fort Worth. Tea

mg avategy. ususs. aacl-xaogy.
and a rsMsw of VVd Sarsst ectivv
nss. BU

1-SO
OB CFL FOOTBALL Eaatsrn
Fetal. Moravsa. or Hsmafton at
Toronto
OB MOVIE *•>#» •'Cool
Mend Luke'' HM7) Foul New

11:30
«0B f A CE THE NATION
LAST CORVETTE A took st
ths Seek-lie a World War ll cor
wjtts now used as s rasssrch vassal by the Bedford Institute of
Ocaanc-giaphy m HaWa.
(SUNDAY MASS
THIS
WEEK
WITH
DAVIO BRINKLEY
OB INTERNATIONAL EDITION
fTMO MOV*
**■.
Tlkk
Ossd Zens (1BB3) Chrrstophsr
Wa*an Brooke Adams.

12:00
O FOOTBALL TOOAV
O MEETING PLACE Padre
Laurent Senard and Padre Jack
B«ghsm conduct Bernembrance
Day asrvtoas aboard ths HMCS
0«edra at Vctone, B.C
iEARLE BRUCE
MEET THE PRESS
NEW TECH TIMES Tsd
Turner and rhe muet-carry ruts:
akactroraca inventor BJ Ham
mond; computer bsssbst. miorochtps m 35mm cemerea
(FAME
NOVA Ineights mto the kfe
of Stone Age people are prowdsd
an e vent to the Waorers tribs of
leuadoran Indiana whose fast
contact with outaade crvsusk-an
occurred ■> the 1950a Q
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
12:30
OB TONY RANDALL
OB NFL TODAY
• NFL '84
OB ON LOCATION
OB NEWTON'S APPLE How
he detectors work, why god bass
have iihmpkie. what csussa htc-

QJB*-9
ItSPN) NFL GAME OF THE
WEEK (R)

aea

10: SO
OB
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
Ohro Slats et Northwestern

1EBPNI
MANAGEMENT
REPORT Up to date bueanssa
•nforrnetion for manegara mdud-

i

| WRESTLING
I TONY IrXrVVN S JOURNAL

1:00
OB MOVTE ***■..
Shampoo" (197ft) Warren Beetry. Jute
O COUNTRY CANADA A
report on the ongoang ergumani
by U.S. liahermen that lath caught
by Canacfcarva ahoutd not be
sfrowsd to be aoM at hjwsr pness
on the American market.
OB NFL FOOTBALL Reg»orvel
covsrage of New Orlaane Saants
at Atlanta Falcone. Detroit Lione
el Wearangton Redekma. Green
Bay Pscksrs vs. Metnssots V*
sags at M-wauhee. Pheedetphta
EsgkH et Mem- Dolphina or San
4ssrs st Clevakind
OB NFL FOOTBALL Regional
coverage of Buffalo Bass at Haw
England Patrrota.
IrKfcanapo-a
Cotta el New York Jets. Houston
Oasts st Kansas CKy CNaN or
.'iitaburgh Sksskars St C*x*>nao
I COMMUNITY CLOSE UP
OB
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
■ MOV* **H
Braaa Tw
get
(19771 Sophls Lorsn

rnen. Gsorga Kennedy
OB OB WALL STREET WEEK
Gueet rloberi HB. aaacutma «ce
prssrdarrt. Fevaa HB B Aaeooetea
ESPN) CFL FOOTBALL feat
em Qrvason Frnel. Montreel or
Harr-tton at Toronto
rn*C) MOVE. **Vk Echoss
Of A Summer" 11976) PJohard
Horns. JOCBS Footer.
2:00
OB MOVIE *** The Dswn
Pane. (1938) Errol Fhmn. Oevtd
Nwsn
0 MOVIE **** The Th-d
Man
(1949) Joseph Cortan
Orson WsBsa.

OaOO

B:S0
| AMATEUR NATURALIST

OaOO
OB IN CONCERT: JOSE FELKOsJIO
OB MINORITY REPORT
• FAME
■ VICTORY GARDEN
OB «TAR TREK

m ON THE MONEY Fsotursd:
the COM Of hevang s baby; how to
chooee s atockbrokar svoarjng
-ineriter-ce bstdae: w.ssting m
OokJQ
EBPN) SPORTSCENTER
fTMa MOVIE #**•> ftsjders Of Ths Lost Ark" (I9B1) HorriOOO Ford. Keren Assn. In IBM,
S globs-trotting ercheologMtackrsntursr racss NOB evsoosra
for a kagendsry rekgwue artifact o«
anormoua power, narrowty eacap
•ng doaons of dsssh traps an
route FG g

OB MOVIE *** The Bridge
At Rsrrvsgsn
(19691
Segal Bobert Veughn.

Gsorga

S:SO

OBNFLTOOAY
(TMC) MOVIE •**
(1979) Seen Connsrv
Adams.

Cuba
kYooke

OsSO
OB EUROPt AN TELEVISION
SERVICE IJcansd In Progress)
4 CO
OB
OB
NFL
FOOTBALL
Regional cowjrsga of Chacsgo
Beers at Los Angelas Rani. New
York Grants at Tamps Boy Suecansora or OaBaa Cowboys st St.
lc—a CarcknaM
OB
RONNIE
MKSAP
IN
CELEBRATION A tnbues to
Sanger Rorinaa Meaap. wth guaeti
Roy Cheriea GMdys KnagM and
Ths Ftps, Gain CampbaB. Real
Lite, Jams Fndts and Loon Rue
sal.
• MOVIE *** The Deedfy
Arts*
(1967) Jsmos Moson.
Samone Srgnorst
OB CONGRESS: WE THE
PEOPLE
OB UNDERSEA WORLD OF
JACQUES COU8TCAU
4:30
OB HYMN SING "sajltif
a-chrds "Lst There Be Peace On
Earth."
''From Every Storm,
Wand That Btoere," The Peers
C- God Wei Be Youro and ' Eksrnet Father. Strong To Saw
OB CONGRESS: WE THE
PEOPLE
(ESPN)
HANG
GLIDING
AROUND THE WORLD

MO
(CSC NEWS
FRONTLINE TOrtg Of Ths
Wortd A behetd-the sconao look
at horss rscang. arKferJng raMts to
■aamont Park. N.Y.. and Gnat
Barnngton, Msea |R| g
OB LIFESTYLES OF THE
RICH AND FAMOUS
OB FIRING LINE Cnr*tisnrty
Aiongarda Other FaMta' Gueata
Benedartsuj monk Dowd Seakad)Rsst. piufliauil Langdon G*ey
Donald Loper Jr. and Steven
RodLefsssr.
ESPN) TENNIS Lorato Fsstfasi

OaOO
I NBC NEWS
OB
ADAM
MONEY WORLD

SMITH'S

7:00
OB OB SO MINUTES

pFRAOGLEROCK
1 SILVER SPOONS WHh
COM aa ths poot. Ratty. Edward.
De. tar and AHoneo fly ko the Caribboan vaa the Bsrmuda Trkangja
lor Ther*egrvrne (Pan 1 of 2)
OB RfPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR
NOn Festursd: Mrn footsgs of
the Aaksd -tvSS-jn on Normandy
Beech, trucks dssiariad to aofefy
varaeport
gssohns and other
tnsiacsjrvs er*sds: ths urwrthodoa
nathoda of e man deter ma aad to
soes wSssss trom sanmcOon. i*j
OB
OB
WONDERWORKS
The Houss Of Oats Dfoar*' A
bOsDa tsnaey movss mro the otd
mar«aan of a mtarJarsd sbostrorv
tst and ia oonvrnoad ths houss at
haunted Stars Ho word E. RoBne
>., Gaorie 'osier Mom Gum.
(Port I Of 21Q
OB FAME
ESPN) GOLF Kapak- Interns
none. Chomrprorskhap fansl round
(INS from Mam. Hewea)
7:S0
OB BEACHCOMBERS A fortune laser cona Rehc. Nrck and
power to make them nth. g
OB PUNKY BREWSTER Hen
ry wefcs Punky and her IraBndB to
school end later takes thsm AshtnS>

OiOO
OB OB ELLIS ISLAND Eacap
mg from war. possrly and ths
pokes, four immagrsnta IPeter
Rdrgsrt. Grog Marfyn, ABeo Knge
and Jud. Bowkar) arriva in Amsrieo in 1907 In aaoroh of the Amsrtcan Dream Alttwugh they OapSete at EBs htland, through das
(SSVS rhsar Nvaa cononue to masr
aact (Pert 1 of 3)
OB
BACK STRETCH Rsy
dsshas Marge a hooso for a
romentrc vscaoon in Toronto
whan Its buys ths horss puhng a
OB KIWGHT RtOER Machasl
end KITT aid o psychaeamt
twnad^snehar beang rweated by
•ocaaa who are trying to thwart

Looking For Something
Fun To Do?

ATTENTION
THE BULLPEN
is buying & selling baseball and

E

football cards, album's, sheets,
FIBST EDITION
HAIR oeeiON arruoio

IXPERT HAIR STYLING
POO MON & WOMEN

r*pS
■niura t-DiMi- uaatio m<» KSNCI

354-1477

etc. Come and see us for your
needs.

THE BULLPEN
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 '
Phone (419) 352-0276

Gary
OWN 12.8 Monday Saturday

434 E. WOOSTER

-

VIDEO SPECTRUM
128 W. Wooster St.

352-4171.

ABOVE MYIES DAIRY QUEEN

imj.iuimu.'.l'.'.t '. I.".J, n i i(m

Rent A VCR
For any 3 days with 4
movies of your choice for
only $30.00

Wll

har Ml IB baM • <
■ MOVK *** 'SorOny
I1M0I lord Fryer. Dana MMm T-o «pam on pppt-ajak NM
Tata*. lanliapU a> Ma at pnoon tor a MMf A«r <**" eonv
mM, .pond DM* dm laarnat. 10

n
iNATUMWrtMn
i word of a www apant at
a Natron* rat. q
■ •UTmONTMHITI
(TMC1 MOV* * "A Najn< In
Haavan" 119931 Chmtpphar
ABdna. LaaWy Anna Wanan. A
mamod coSaga tawuaaar haa an
afwjr wMh ana of hat abjdaMa
who woffca aa a mala aaoac
•Mar. »g

MO

■ TH9B WEEK S MUSIC

MO

• JVML M TM OaOWN
Jimmy Cart aaduoaa Sarah lavaanttba

•"•mi BUFBFBVOUT1 Of
THf BOS Marvakxa Marw
Hapjar v. ftobana Dm (No*
IHInUiniM.
10-.M
tUNNCTH COPtLANO
»l IIOOBSII I DIBS ABB1:
YOO AP* NOT ALONf An
aaamaiafion of rha way* MCHna
of oia orparac Bnat ckaaaaa and
ma. mull OQM MA m
11:00

■■••MM

■ NATIONAL matron . aW
naaa (olowa lha nawa I q
• HErVTAOl:
OMUZATKM AND THE JEWS Soc
CMHM pnMM Of Jewseh emigre
■an w Amanea ere e-eced Iran1
1M4 l» 1932 and varied petunia of Jem*ah osp**nca> tn «V•arant pane of tho U.S. ara eaernmaolQ
Oj) MOMTV PTTMON't PLV-

■Neoncua

Ml

■r-vMaoesM ■ rabbery and rrturd*
n th* aaraton of the cttaac
Arthur Conan Doyle myeaery

MD

■ ■CUNEWI
9B) NBC NCVVS
■ AKNfWIg
a) HAfPY DAV« AGAIN
■I «Ut»Mta» fUPCIWT
0B*N) SPORTSLOOK
TatO
■ a) INTIrTrAINMiNT
TONIGHT Faaturad. Oofina
MM.
ilatlllY
WHEEL Of FORTUNE
OUKES Of HAZZARO
•IJSaNEBS Rf PORT
M-A-S'H
MA Cim. / LEHRfR
NEWBHOUR
•ami BPORTSCENTER

•MO
•) f.M. MAGAZINE Sparer,
lor Han*-, Mans *a aaanoa on
tap Maat Jamoa Bond Mawar 'A
Mara To A MT: lorana Swn
tahaa a look at dip r

11:20

a lamia

lor and Mtdrad Layton. Q
• MOVK 'I Marrkad A Cantortold" a^anwarat Tarl Cop-ay Ton
othy Dah- Inap-lJ By ho co
wort*, ban to tha convarv. an
afrabta arvnaar lautcftoa a dauntMM purauR for a data with tho
bMMutrhJ and witty modN ha aaw
• • MASTf BPteCf THfATftE "Tho aarchaaaar Chraradaa" Tha nmm tMthctp Of tarchM
•fnva. acoontpavMad by an arratt-

Boua young if apaan. (Pan 3 of 71

Q

OPH)
tOf»£R»OUT»
Of
TM€
70S MiAarnrnad AI va.
Laon So-*. (Sopt 1171 at Haw
Ortoano) ftt

MO
01 STAR MARCH
01*0 MOV* **H
Tha
Oaad Zona" (IttU Chrwtophor
VVafkan. trooka Adama. Afwr
conwvg out of a coma, a any
foraaaa and cftango catatMropn-:
ovanto R'Q

HMO
O WE LL MEET AGAIN A
rapnaa of Oama Vara Lynn ■
1983 nWrvombranc* Day conoart
from the North Vanoouvor Can-

■ AKNfWIg
11:30
«ATTHi MOVKS
MOV* ****
'AnMa
Mat' 11t77] Woody Alan. Otana
Kaaaan. A laeftacfuk corr-c and an
aapatog aaagar aftara BMMT naw-

m ENTERTAINM«NT THIS
W«K Faaturad Ed McMahon.
01 FOR MY PEOPLE
{TMO MOV* ***
Monty
Python ■« Tha Maarang Of Laa"
11983) John Cawaa. Mcttaal Pal
tn. Tha Sawan Agaa of Man proaartaa of oorntc aptaodaa apoohng
a*arythtng from aatataM raproductton to atunony. 'P,'

MtOO
01 MICHIGAN Ft* PI AY

1140
0 tPORTS
WORD

THf

FINAL

lOlOO
01 ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Faaturad: Ed McMahon.
John HMMrman
• 700 CLUfJ Schadtaad: Alaoki M tr« IMI graat front*, tho
CSPN) OOLP Kapatua Irtiarne-

odooVtg l* Mariana." 'Tl la
Suing You." Tha Whtta Ctifa
Of Dovw 'brtd "A N-ghtingo-o
Sang in tortoMy Souara " IP)
01 LIFE'S MOST EMSARRASSINO MOMENTS Stovo
Aaennoeta a ccdactaan of oaajbrtty goofa tort floyixoda. John
Rmar. D-nMh Shora. Don P^cklaa.
Henry VVt-aJar, Fanny Marehal
and Ctndy VWtlama wan tha crad-

eanal Chantpionarap ftrtaf round
(from Maw. Hewa.1 IR)
12:Ot
0 AT THE MOVKS
MONDAY
WrvEMtEP 12. ltfM

ta.Q
01 MYSTERY1 ' Rumpoto O
Tha ■aaay'' Rtartpola dafanda a
petty crook agatnai a charga of
•mad rottbary and haba a young
woman berrtetar launch har
career. Q
m WELCOME HOME Tho

tnanda are captured at th-i dnarna-vanto account cf thaw vaat to
Waer-ngton DC. tn Nc^amber
1112. tor the dedrcetwn of the

6:00
(010101 NEWS
S1CO.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
01 MACNCL / LEHRCR
NCWSHOUR
«Ow¥lRf.Nr STROKES
ADAM SMITH-8 MOPPEY
WORLD
(TMC1 MOV* ** v. "The Sign
Of Four" (13*2) Ian IWwdeon
Oawtd Haaty. Shartooh HoknM

OJ f*0aW3 N€«TT
■ PAMtLYPCUO
■ PCOPVE'S COURT
• VVt,D. WID WORLD OP
AnHMALS
01 THREE-S COMPANY
■HPf4) NRL-S GREATEST
MOMCNT3 Migimnaa of Oto
19«3 Loo AngooM rlatdara. (P.)
OlOO
• 01 ICARECROVV ANO
MR*. KINO Amanda ia aidnappad by a Mitato aaw ary ratg
■MOW wMa aha and Laa ara
from aatand dw Iron Cvtrtetn.
01 HAHQIH' tH Kate meat aet
da a dotrioaut daputo bafween
her accountant and Ma w*a. and
M*. dactdaa to leave the Cantye
to do volumear work In Africa g
01 TVS SLOOPERS ANO
PRACTICAL JOKES Lorana
Lynn and Adrian Zmed are practical (Oka vKttrna: gaftaa from 'The
A Team
and
Oaya 01 Our
LAMM"
01 CALL TO QLORY Raynor
and Vartaaaa rjounaal another couple raorng domaanc drAcutitea.
and Carl recervae dM4urbtng nawa
about IM health
01 ALL CREATURES GREAT
AND SMALL
01 A WOMAN OP SUBSTANCE A wealthy and power
fu) Emma Ham (Oaborah Karri.
naarty 30. racata har aacapa from
har opprioanoj Ha at a young
aarvent on tha Fo.Wy aatoto m
Yorkatwa
left pregnent and
abandoned. Emma vovred to
•■act revengo on har forrnar
amptoyara. Jenny Seagrovo and
Pot* Chili am co it* Baaed on
tarbara Taytor Bradrad • novel
(Part 1 of 2)
01 WONDERWORKS The
Houee Of 0MM Drear" Wolt*
Smat and hra tarruty moat doc-*
whether or not to atay tn tha
houee that area once a atop on
the undMOround rowoad. (Part 2
of 21 g
IE3PN,
MONDAY
NIGHT
MATCHUP A p>ov.ow of
toraght a game betyraan the Loo
Anaaaaa Patdara and Seattle
fllMaMOV* **n

ALL WASHED UP?
Let UIIVERSITY CLEANERS
Do Your Wash For

1

'100
Must be brought in
between 8:00-1:00 but
can be picked up anytime we are open

S24 E. W<
(PHIKl To MyHHa)

• Use your own soap or
let us provide it for a
small fee

• All you pay for is
washers & dryers & just
$ I to have it all done!
M:M
(up to 3 loads)
M2-7212
<• Good MaF.only

ThoOut-

aaam"
(IM3I C. Thomaa
Hoar... Matt DBon Tha aaparv
anoaa of a group of aran ipoi n
thaa Oklahoma homaiown dunog
maann BO. PG

MO

■ DANGER BAY Tha loot
bfoviara are eccueed of aaanan
poach-*, and Jonah «taken he*
laga ay ate real peraaetwore. Q
MTHl NPL
•UPCRVTAPW
FMturod M*a Ddki. tho Qraan
Bay Pock* PCPWW Sweop and tho
dafitnci DOIM Taaant of the NFL

MO
«• KATE a. ALL«
JAZZ UNLIMITED
MOVIE ' Victani Pot VK
mm Tho Thereea SaUana Story'
IP-0-twj.o) D»Hi Sotdona Adrian Zmad Tharaaa Satdtna'a paraonal olory ol tha brutal ottart on
har Ha at IMS ftai M har to
organoM a ajrottp of forrnar «nia
of vaMtM ciana to aakW offaara a>
daaang poattNatv andi tha vaw01 NPL FOOTBALL Loo Angelee Ratoari at Seattle Saahewka
■ • HERITAGE: CIVX1ZATtON AND THE JEW* An
eeama^enon of the penod tram
1917 to 1945 ahet aaar aha rtaa
Of Nanom and the anri-heatron of
ate rratpn Euroataan Jaava Pi 0M>
Hotoceuat g
OaVM
SUPERSOUTS
OP
THE
SOS MarveJoue Mardn
rtoghv va. PaObarto Owan (Now
1991 mLMVagM)
•:90
9 01 Nt WHAR T * t tho IN
v* lodge • roaattng of George aa
man of dw year Oaah'a WMMoaoka are popular wnh averyono

OB REACH FOR THE TOP
New aVwwwocfc PJ. trraah Cdfunv
ote
0
(TitK)
MOVIE
*«
The
Wicked Lady (1933) Feye Ounawey. Alan tatoa. A laeotatmg
hapTt-oocaety avoman onQapaa tn
highway robbery, aaduobon and
murder tn the oouree of a day'a
won. R
10:00
01 01 CAONEY t LACEY
Chna and Mary Both ■ auaada
mvMtigetion tuma atto a murder
caaa trryoMng a aordtd ralattonahtp between the Mcttm and tea
deughtar
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL
01 00 NON-PICTION TELEVISION A look at Pta 1939
World i Far aa an event oyrnbo.•ring tdaalB and •ttitudee thet
ahaped the 20th century
K9PNI AUTO RACING IMHA
Summ* hit ton tM Drag Racevg
(from Cancanrtoti) (PI
11:00
Sm • NEWS
MONTY PYTHON" S PLYING CIRCUS
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI
BURNS AND ALLEN A
marital rn.it up t oeulio whan Gra*
cw approachaa a counaalor about
a fr«ond ■ urarraandad Mgamy.
(ESPN)
XIIITH
WINTER
CtYMPIAD Fern rootage ol
aome da>hng U.8. V-CIC-M at the
90 VMntar OtympK Qarnaa hofd
at Lake Placid, NY...

OJYNEWS

ntio

(TAXI
MOVW ** T)»aManWW(
Tha "waar' I19T7I tab Ha*. VK
Mono*. A raah aehool toaohar
laama tHat ha haa -Thar MM oup*
normal poarara from Ma fathar
tog
• tf«AON at I4MON AHor o
jaaVM --. KM fbea and A j tc

foasw har hiMtand. tfwv'ra atarflad torn ran. abductod aa ttwv
watch (R)
■ MST Of CAHSON Heart
Jcfhr-ry Caraon
Quaatar p*t«
Saiauaa. Amanda McfJraorn. ropo
•oddar domonaa-abon *l
• • LAT€NKJMT AMfRICA Schadutod phvMC-M! Phvfto
haahh haurda ranfpng from druoja

M) SANfOTO ANO K>N
■IM tPORTaCENTflt

mn Mova **i

IIM0
01 tTMITS Of SAN
f«ANCa»O0
«NfW»
THfMSTOOOtS
■Sf Nl aVUfl ISLOOK St)
11:30
01 LATE NIGHT WITH
DAW LltTtnUN Schadurad Qaoroja Cartn. fan critic
ftogartbart.
• ASC NSWS NIOMTUNf.
••mi COLLEOE POOTBAii.
Miaaoun arAlahoma Scaia IBI

MM0
m MCMILLAN
A
WVt
McMAan . tamay arrhata ar loan
for Na aaaar'a ararajnii «Ma ha
■tvaaogalaa tha oraom'a auaprrjoua baokoroiM (HI

•Ml

I HAWAII f Hit-O
JIMMY tWAOOART
IMOVK ***M "UoydaOl
London
11.381 Tyrena foarar.
Goorga Sandara.
IMS
(TMCI MOVhE ♦•• Tha Ida
Of Brian" 119791 Graham Chapman. JcAn Oaaaa.
1:30
• NEWS
3:00
■
CSS
NKJHTWATCH
■ NEWS
3:30
■
CBS
NKJHTWATCH

M0

(TaW MOVIf. **

NEWS

Tha Raton

**X)
(ESMI >*X>PITSCSNTIR
in.On
Thomaa

4:30
IM fKA FULL CONTACT
KAHATf Joan Yya. Thanauh aa.
Bob Han Japan ai a iiiijokmaajfit
bom achaduM for 10 round.
from ru. Ouabac Oil

She jfaumgement
35M101

^"Haircuts
* Perms
* Haircolors
& Highlights
^Manicures
* Eyebrow
Waxing
20% off all services with Lori this ad
Expires 12/2/84

I 13. 1M4

tw' iMaivDamao

•

MO

IOOiWVNTI
• 100.O00 NAi-ae THAT
TUMf
• MACNtL / LCMRCta.
N€W»MOOfl
fOfM'MNTfJTTMXn
WltD AMPUCA Ai Tha
of anaMa for awrvhai at modam
Amartoa. faaturaig IBma of andanoarad mammaai. aoda and ftahaa

vug

•ami PLY FUMING JOUP).
NALSII
(TMCI
MOV*
•
"Vkta'
I1M2I Gam Ford. Chuck Connor. A daadh/ «ava • atokat from
a matary lab and a^aaahaj on
tha pooiiaaon. apraa*pg a Ira. of
daaol and daabtcoon. FC

MB

■ •CM NSWS
• PISCNCWS

■AMMwsq

• MAPTY DAYS AGAIN

•I
7:00
■ * ENTIFITAINMENT
TONIGHT FaatunM Joan Coa.
lao1 THE BOUNDER
WHEEL Of FORTUNE
DUKES Of MAZZARD
•UBfNESB REPORT
M'A-S-M
MACNCI.
/ LEHflER
HEVVBHOUR
SSPH) SPORTSCENTEP
7:30
0) F.M. MAGAZINE A look al
tha Sanaa Army a ooupla aval
■nparaonataa Ekna fraahv and
isrgh bu
pman arho ratuma
to Eta patend aftar 63 yaan.

O GEORGE a. MILDRED
■ FAMILY FEUD
m PEOPLE 3 COURT
OJV WU>, WBLO WORLD
ANIMALS

A

wfOMAN or autv

flTANCI Ovar
iha yaara,
Emma'a bwaatoaa areara to
arnpa-a propornona. and afaar
fiaaah tnal aha hnda happatoaa
watt tha aaahMaj Paul MoQl (tar
aoa-wt tho Faaf-aa M ttowtaajto.
a IPan 1 of II
TOCI MOV* • • TaMa For
fhat" 11993) Jon VoajM. Richard
Oanna A aian anlo araa dhoroad
tap vaani aaraar ratuma w hat
no* ipaipiiad waa aa aBa a
mom acoua MB) at rapani ha 00
dnat -PG-

000

■ WHO • THE
aaj inalaM lama
aoap uaraiaaual
aMk a nab and
■tapuii. q

BOSS? Saak
Tarn/ doaa a
but apMla up
a mil oon-

Sn»
■ 01 ELLIB aSLANOUta n
Amanca pmuaa to haw. aa ahara
of naroWaa aa taaf aa auooaaa
for tha cwnal aa dajv bacoma
arnbroaid at profaaaronpl dapuaa.
and paraonaf appaualaa: ni.pi
-haa
Marco IGmg Martynl
thrtsptva ha hat STMO the poalkcel
rauj. ran 2 of 31
(WAYNE ANO SMUSTER
RIPTIOE Cody and NO be
row tori aa daaactor to frgura
out why ■ 'arnouo SA-ttior tho-.

• PAPE R DOLLS Orant atuna
me IVTW, wrth tho orvKPurXMmosit

of hat pregnant daughbar'a Moad
dMBrdar: John Wots Mk> Taryn
to gp on tour era* htm; Lawta'a
ar.g
01OJP FRONTLINE A Pat
an and an leraafc. bam 30 irelaa
apart, tour the U S to convey tha
aary to affect e atjauatan for the
WMt Bare cjonffccl Q

OsW
OF

• THREE'S COMPANY
ESPN) TOR RANK BOXING
Marvsn Jrjnnaop va. ChsVlta Wpyama m a -ght hteavvweight bout
at*tedtaad for 10 rowtda. from
Maritdta. ind IR)

OlOO
NEWS

Of frank Jama. 119401 Hanrr
Fonda. Gana Ttamay.

4:3S
(TMCI MOV* *» n
aidara
119931 c
Horaal. Man Ooajn.

V • NOVA An Maptaraaon of
tha tach-oejuaa uaad m fHatfiQ
aoMaac aramab and plants for
food at BM) U.8.. Oana. Japan
and Scotland. Q

MM

st.

•0
MM3) Marlat llanwiaraai.
Enc ftotona. Traoaa m. caraar
and daafh of modafoctraaa Ooro•rv Saanan who araa munairad
■V har aiaari»ail haaoand. ft'

i

31

AY

11:30

O 01 DONALD DUCK S
BOTH 3IRTHOAY Tha com-:
, canard of D->ney canoono. Donald Duo*, M feted at a etar-ituddad ftOal bathdey caMbratron boated by DMA Van Dyke
07J THE FIFTH iSTATl Eric
Moisng »n»oiligaaaa a Crownowned arcr aft company thet may

M-loJoEMtt
00 A-TEAM Hanrebal. B A and
cohort! rard a dope erixtgglar'B
dan m the South Pacafc and free a
farmer V-Mnam War buddy
01 THREE'S A CROWD Jack
and Vicky try to Cparwaxa Mr.
i sVadford mat **•> eitoraat at each
lottw M rrtore Own juet phyascal

0 MOUSE CALLS
IM0
01 NAThONAL / JOURNAL
Of
REMINGTON
STEELE
Sapade. "eo-ng the Beam of a mur dar n sraiartd. watdaupeialtoapitaf aa an amniaac laval Laura
ontvM and tha two atrtbark on a
dangaroua odyaeey to reeaore raa

wtwn LI
Ascot. • roktvaonoh«
with tha w-dow of a potxam*.
oawaUpa compacaaone
01
m
CONBTITUTrON:
THAT DELICATE BALANCE
A hypothetical cjommunrty drvidad
by terMsono about av_t>ool pray*
gun control and tha right to
Miornbta prtystha tha •£-*■>»}board for a dWouaaiBr of Feat and
Second Amenta iwiit conaou*■aa. (Big
SSmi Na BLrRERSTARS
Faaturad: fAfea Oaka. dw Qraan
Bay PadUr Poarar Sanaa., and ftp
datuncl Ddha Taaana of tha NA

n

(TMO MOVB1 **

On. From

STUDENTS!
STOP IN AND SEE
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY!
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES
♦ ART SUPPLIES
* PARTY GOODS
* GREETING CARDS
♦ GIFTS
ETC.
We serrict and xU typewriters tnd ctlculilors including the

_

a«a_ M»

"■!AWB\\toaaBBa

B>niitnS

IWIT.SM-PS,

"'llfYlftlrtT AWP
OfFKI SuPPlT

aBBMiMamOwaea
(419) 352-1508

FrMiy/MMMMT t. 1IM
Tlia tan" IIMll f radar* For
'•at
Tarl Garr Tha B-yaav
www of ■ IH Vaoaa window
draaaar and har »a* daaaw boy•land braaaa up IM wax ol Hi
find* a mora aacaaaa partner II'
10:30
■•nil POCKET IfLLIARDB
U. J. Pucaaat va. Jmnw Caraa I")
11:00

IaatSNEws

MONTY PYTHON'S PLYING CINCUS
(VUX.RP IN CINCINNATI
BURNS ANO ALLEN Grada ponta only har half of tha
houaa aliar Gaorga daapprowja ol
lira color arar ctrooaaa.
11:06
I NEWS
11:*0

J™

MOV*
OOO "Tai
Wwt It Hurta" (18741 I
SUaMMon. Paul Sorvato. A maMaagad houaaarrfa atruggtaa re
chanaja har humdrum Ha whan
aha hauawaa aarohad -i a wonv
ana caxaaMuanaaa-rfaatng tpous
• FALL GUY How* and
Jody a routma Ira) re Na»aoa re
pa* up a chacfc forgar tuma daw
garoua m a town ownad by a
myatancua maaonaaa
• TONIGHT Hoal: Johnny
Caraon Schadulad: Barry Manlow. LA. RMar* aratbacaar Lyla
Arjado.
JA8C NEWS NKJHTLINE
• LATENIGHT AMERI
CA Schadulad
Anna Sanon
author ol "Naptuna a Raianga.
on dangara to lha ooaan araav
MB
O SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN! SPORTSCENTEP,

11:4S
ITHCI MOVIE 0* VI A Star la
Bom
119761 Bartaa Strwaand
Kna Knatoftaraon Tha maynaga
of two rook auparatara coaapaaa
oua to caraar lanwona brought on
whan aha bacon wa a rtang atar
and raa uupuaany dachnaa aharply. «•

ixtoe
O STREETS OF SAN
FRANCISCO
■ BJ/LOSO
flD THREE STOOGES
IE8PNI SPORTSLOOK (Rl
12:30
af) LATE NIGHT WITH
DAVID LETTERMAN
(ESPN) SUPERSOUTS OF
THE '70S Carloa Moruon va
Rodhgo Valdai (Jury 1B77 in
MontaCa-lol (P|

itHte
• COLUMBO A myatary writar plota lha parfact orana with raa
aa-partnar aa tha Mctan
1:00
f HAWAII FIVE-O
JIMMY SWAOGART
MOVIE OOOO
a. Hatful
Of Ram" (195?) Don Murray. Eva
Maria Saart

1:30

■ NEWS
(EaPRI ARENA OF EXCELLENCE: L.A. COLISEUM (Rl
2:00
■
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
■ NEWS

BASKETBALL
r»i at F*>aadalpNa

76ara

MO
EVaWNS

MO

(•••NBWB
S1O0.OO0 NAME THAT
TUNE
\
• MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
SOrFF RENT STROKES
CONGRESS: WE THE
PEOPLE

MO

■ ■CSS NEWS
■ NBC NEWS
• ABC NEWS Q
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
■ BUSINESS REPORT
mm SPORTSLOOK
7rOO
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Faaturad a hratory of
iWVCR THE TW>-JN
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
0\JK€SOFHA22A*D
■ USINCM RCPOftT
M*A*8»H
MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
ttSPNI SPORTSCE NTEH
fTMCI MOVIE *** "AM Tha
R-Ohl
Movae
(1983) torn
Oumt. C.fcg T Nalaan. An an*.
Mua school lootba" ptayar in a
Pa**"!-,V..tWrU) itawj. town Kopaa 10
■vtn a coftaga ■chotOTtfitp to that
ha can mafea a banar Wa for hrn-

aaH R g
7:30
O P.M. MAGAZINE V«i tha
M<wanp«c».. hoW of tntarnattonal
cootang. Tova tha rnatchrntfaar:
M Coaby tab. about laa naw
OBC-HNSNEST
FAMILY FEUD

I;

i PEOPLE'S COURT
WID, WflLO WOULD OF
ANIMALS
• THREE S COMRANV
■URN) RKA FULL CONTACT
KARATE lAchal Rochatta «•
David Hamrfton m a fcghtwatqtii
bout achadulad for aovan roundi
(from St-Jaroma. Quabac.l

MO
O
B
CHARLES
IN
CHARGE Chariaa .—. off
woman ahar a apat wttt, Gwando•W than ftnoa rwnaaW chaparorv
mg a alumbar party for Laa a grtfnanda
O NATURE OF THINGS
Hoat David SunAi takaa • took at
now vanoua apaoaa of plant Wa
haa aiaacta and ammala to affact
tha poAnaiton procaaa
•B HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
Jonathan and Mark try to haip a
.MN-carvtarad Holywood at* raalL/« lha >mporunca of h*a I am*.
9 FALL GUY Cod >• datar
mnad to And out why • baj,
lumpar that ha Mi bahtnd n a
amal town mil haa baan mwdarad
9M • THE BRAIN An VOT*nation of changaa that occur m
tha bra>n dunrtg laanvng; acbaaa
Kitiy Carbala,
autfwr Qaorga
Phmpion and conductor Michaal
naon-Thornaa akacuaa mamory
Q

• • E / R D. ShaMMd faaH
th* «lng of CiAWd ■ arrow* aa ha
Nia lor a much youngv wontaii.
and lira ■ VaMiBMUad by an
inuy to a etoaa fnand.
flMCI MOV* **H 'C-par>anca Prafarrad But Not EaaanttaT
H9B2) Eluabath Edmonda. Roy
Haathar
In IB63. a atudarrt
apandahar aummw vacation a* a
waiVaaa at a Walah roaon. wfiara
romanoa btoaaoma anth tha hotal
chaf. PG

MO
• • ELLIS ISLAND m apMa
of a smaaa carwpfcgn from tha
appoartaon. Marco comnuaa hN
O^aat for tha itata aanata ovan
thou^i t-a fathar mtmm (Richard
Burton) urfaa rwn to wKhdraw.
(Pan 3 of 3)
O MARKET PLACE A con
aumar rapon on ram oou^ng. and
a fo*ow up on cancar and dkat
• FACTS OF LIFE Mra Gat
ran 0-u Jo and Blaa tor a Sh*aapaara couraa but har knrnai
anthuwaam tor coftaoa Ma aoon
dMappaara with ha lack of conhdanca aa a atudant Q
CD DYNASTY oa. n hauntad
by an atbacttva woman who aaha
tor Aktua. Adam and Da. aaarch
tor duaa that wouM raopan tha
■nvaatlgation of Marks daath.
Kryada'a arabonal bahavwr coats
Biaka a buaawaa daal. Q
O S BREATHING EASY
Joan Van Ark. Mark Harmon,
Caaay Kaaam and LaVar Burton
siar «i * aimolatM da* of TV programm>ng tntandad to parauada
taan-aoara to QUI anvokmg p
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Robai B laka va W altar Sana at a
»>ghtwwght bout achadulad tor 10
rounda hva from Atlanhc City.
N.J.

MO
O MAN ALIVE A took at tha
caraar of tha Rav. Jaaaa Jacfcaon
whoaa akmng oratory and apaitual QLtrdanca haa craatad a wava of
wao* pnda m Amanca. IR1Q
0 IT'S YOUR MOVE Man
and Norman aach racanra romantic notaa horn a aacrat aomirar.
>ut both ara auapscioua of who
•nay hava pannad tham.
10:00
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
•■ ST. ELSEWHERE Sawval
-rwmOari of tha Noapital ataft vo»untaar to ba taitad at tha tfraam
cantar whara thaa baarra advanturaa «> draamlandara TiaUrt
S HOTEL Tha wMa of a aportacaaaar dtocovara har huaBand M a
homoaaxual: a buamaaaman aaka
Mark to halp Nm raAna hia aocu,*•y atapt aacratary: ChrwUna
acoapta a rokt a. a tatovaaon eommaroal. Q
O
LOCAL
FOLLOW-UP
"Braathing Eaay In Tolado" TNt
panal ckacuaaran faaturaa at»
individual*
and aaaoclatront
a^Jfvad ai anceuagjng taana to
|Can tha
non amokmg ganaraBon '
S STYLE WARS Tr-a documaniary aaploraa tfw world of
Naw York't grant arbata. whoaa
an m found pnrtMrty to lha banatt

"Welcome Back
From Your Campus Florist"

TONIGHT Faaturad: Mac Day*.
IKEEP IT IN THE FAMB.Y
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
DUKES OP HAZZARO
BUSINESS REPORT
M-A-S-M
MACNEB. / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:J©

ayatom. and (aaturaa iniar.iai.a
with graffruata. p«Bkc omcatfa.
pararm and mambwa of tha an
community IRJQ
(TMC1 MOVIE ** •SphkttMSati Frank Lanoafe. Loator
Anna Down. An Egiptologat
'uthlaaa Diacfc markat antigutUaa
daatart attampt to atop har. PG'

10:30
fj SOLO Goaat O Bamantha
Adama
m ODD COUPLE
11:00
S#J««NEWS
MONTY PYTHONS FLYING CIRCUS
<WKRP IN CINCINNATI
BURNS AND ALLEN
knpraaaad by Na tatont tor arMat•»g mowa atara. Graaa Munaa a
daavary man to appaar with hat
and Gaorga at a banafrt.
11:06

• P.M. MAGAZINE MaM
Katg Hana Adama of U«fkaraitaa..
EtaTOpo'a amaBaot country. Chnatw Bnrvkkfy dtocuaaaa har naw
aa«ma»aar hna Harrafc'a car auction.
O ONLY WHEN I LAUGH
• FAMILY FEUD
• PEOPLE S COURT
• WHO, WILD WORLD OF
ANIMALS
• THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN)
NFL'8
GREATEST
MOMENTS Baat Evar Coachaa
(R>

ONEWS

S:00
(•MAGNUM. P.I.
SCHENLEY AWARDS
Tha 32nd annual praaantaPona to
tha CFL'a moat ouutandtog playar. CanadMn playar. roolua. dafan
awa ptoyar and oHmmrn hnaman.
itva ftom tha Convanbon Cantar m
Edrnonton. Q
• COSBY SHOW Ckff and
Ciaa ara lurNMa whan Oaraoa'a
boyfnand putt down tha tnadKal
and togal protoaanna whJa dating
at tlta Hu.iabw homa

I1MM

11:SO

MOVIE **H "Oivorca
HN" (19721 RxMrd Burton, Ekiabath Taylor. Tha affacta of a
marital apat ara aaan iVom tha
huaband'a aiarKtocarrt
• MAGNUM. P.I. An attrac
tiva faalaon daawy hna Mag
num to protoci har attar ona of
har two partnars n m«adarad. (R)
9J| TONIGHT Hoat. Johnny
Caraon Schadulad Gaorga Saga)
(ABC NEWS NKJHTLINE
9M LATENIGHT AMERI
CA Schadulad'
aa-Sandwaata
Humbario Ball, on what want
•wrong a. Nicaragua, paychotogau
Dawd cjfcmd offara adwco to paranta of tain agari. ■
•O SANFORD AND SON
C8PN) SPORT9CENTER

•
BOXING Uithad Stakaa
Orymptc Madat.au Profngonal
Oabut
O THIS OLD HOUSE Shatgtng. aw taxation of flaahatg.
appkeatwn of pnmar and atartvtg
alactneal and ptombatg work.
• MOVIE **VI
Tahjfon'
(1977) Chariaa Bronaon. La*
Ramck Tha KGB'a top agant «
aant to Amanca to atop • «f>
taneyo dafactor bom tnggarmg
fifty human tana bomba plantad
tkamg tha Ccad War and twm daactrvatad.
• SNEAK PREVIEWS
(TWO MOVIE ***H Tha
Rdght StufT 11983) Sam Snap
ard. Scott Gwnn Baaad on tha
booh by Tom WeBa. Tha aatacoon
and Vwrartg of lha fact Amancan
aatronauta taka p-aca amid pofct.
cal marwuvaravg and macka hypa.

latJOO
O STREETS OF SAN
FRANCISCO
JSJ/LOSO
THREE STOOGES
(ESPH) SPORTSLOOK (R)
T)*URBDA>
NOVEMBER II. IBM
EVCMNQ

6:00

pog

I ©••NEWS
S1O0.OO0 NAME THAT
TUNE

EttSO
• F AM IL Y TIES Atoa raaanta
Doug ■ daoaton to marry and
ba at Na baat fnand'a

• MACNEH
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
0 DIFF RENT STROKES
S CONGRESS: WE THE
PEOPLE
(ESPN) RINGSIDE REVIEW
<R)
fTMO MOV* *** H Ow»"
1IBB1) VVwwfmaraa VV-gtana farnandat. Fradanc Andrai. A Franch

• •ON THE MONEY Faaturad- buying a homo, municipal
bonda. chooaatg a guardan for
ch**an. ahopc-ng for a paraortal
computor Q
fESPM)
SUPERSOUTS
OP
THE 'SOS Sugar Ray Laonard
va. Robarto Ouran (Juna 1BB0 at
Monttadl, (Rl

poatman'a raoarokig of haa favor>ia opwa nar * partonnanoa kwda
him on a wad and dangaroua
aoVantura: FT

8:00
• • SIMON m SIMON A. J
and Rick at* hirad io prcaact tta
a of tha (hataff aida of apoputo
acting taam wtxi
• and

6:K
• •CM NEWS
• NBC NEWS
m ABC NEWS Q
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
• BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK
7:00
• • ENTERTAINMENT

n a birtar dhrorca.
B LAND THAT DEVOURS

SHIPS 8* Maaon and Painck
Wataon narrata tr-a account of
tha 1BB0 dkaoovary of Bw BrMtoh
borqua Baadafcana that aank In
tha Arcaa Ooaan in 1B63.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELINO ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURED

aO't LAROKT
AND MOST
COMKETf
IMPOUT
fACUITY

353-1045
428 E. Wooster

• • KNOTS LANDING
Havatg laamad that Gary ■ lha
hMhar of Val a babaaa. Aboy takaa
daaparaia maaaiaaa to anaura
that Gary doaa not taarn tha kuOt

o

NATIONAL / JOURNAL

■> HfLL STREET BLUES A
racanHy riliaian taan-agad kaar
lauriHm a apacaal Mart Balaa
offara ahaWar to a atraal ladan:
Bafcaa. afrrad to ffy. muai catch a
paarra ao Laa Vaoaa to aatradaa a
pnaoraa.
120 / 20 p
I SNEAK PREVIEWS
NEWS
MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Tha Sarchaatar Chroradaa" Tha naw B.ahop of Barchaalar and laa rnarapuaranra aafa
arrnra. aooBrnparaad by an an*.
houa youra) ohapaan. (Part 3 ol 71

o

10:30
SOLO Guaal: Howard Cofear
OOO COUPLE

lc

11:00
B NEWS
I MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
ING
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI

I!

r

BURNS AND ALLEN
Gaorga haa a euaaajaa appointmant with a caant amp itvaa on
rha ahora and Ora
atvNa aavaral paopto to a baach
out n»g
■BPH)
NFL'S
GREATEST
MOMENTS rkgitkghia of lha
1972 Mtami Ot**m*. (Rl
11:08
• NEWS

11:28
• GOOD ROCKIN' TONITE
Tarry David MuBgin Irwarvtawa
mambara of A Nook of Saaff-aa
and praaanta *■■ Maat vidao
"Navar Again": othar v-Jaoa by
Jukan Lannon ("Vatotta"). Elton
John ("Who Waara Thaaa
Shoaa?"). Tha Honaydrppara
( Saa Of LcW I; a pravww of
Juno Award nomtnaaa for baat
group.

homabuai• SANFORO ANO SON
«SPM SPORTSCENTER
TWO MOVIE *
A Night In
Haavan''
11983) Clwiatophar
A»-n LaaMy Anna Warran A
mamad coaaga «rvjtruckor haa an
affaa with ona of har atudant a
who worka aa a mala aaottc
dancar R Q
12:00
•
STREETS
OP
SAN
FRANCISCO
IBJ/LOBO
THREE STOOGES
KBPNI SPORTSLOOK IR)
12:08
• MOVIE **V»
Kapp-y
Evar Attar
(1971) Bruoa Boalartnar. Suianna Somara.
12:90
• LATE
NIGHT
WITH
DAVfO LETTERMAN Schadulad: actraaa Suaan Saatt Jamaa
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Robat Biaka va Wahar Sana at a
•tohfwaaifti bout achacMad for 10
rounda ava (torn Aoarrbc City.
N.J. (Rl
1:00
(HAWAII FIVE-O
MOVIE * ** "Tha Ifakan
Morgan Story" (1967) Ann Btyth.
Paul Nawman
« JIMMY SWAOGART
MOVIE ***
Gordoni
War" (1973) Fad Watftald. Can
Laa.
(TMQ MOVIE **v»
Sta
*0" (1983) Ma
ncRobarta

■ NEWS

1:30

2:00
■
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
■ NEWS
2:30
•
CBS
NEWS
NIGHTWATCH
2:4S
(TMCI MOVIE ***H "DM"
(19SII VVJaarnaraa VVajrana Fart. Frarfanc Arafeai.

Ma

ESPM SPORTSCENTER
3:30
CBPHI AUTO RACING fHRA
Sumrnar rtaaonala Drag Racaig
(from CaxaaaU. (Rl
4:30
ESPN) AUTO RACING Formula I Pultajuaaa Grand Pro. (hom
Eaton). IR)
4:40
trmCI MOVIE *** "Snoopy.
Coma Homa'' I1B72I Arwnaaad.
Vorcaa of Chad Wabbor, OrMd
Caray.

11:90
«TAXJ
NEWHART Och hrtda han. a marital <kapu*>

wh har nuaoand. a US. aanaaor.
•J
■ TONIGHT Hoat: Johnny

. »**

. *»H

. . **
. . OH
. . . Ol

FREE
BGSU or Bowling Green
(block)
(old english)
Transfer on any of our
Merchandise

- a.o. -

uuisr

BwM
• NIGHT COURT Harry m
brought bafora tha ajdcaal atraca
Oimmittaa vman it appaari ha
haa baan conaonatg wfth a hookar,
EMPNt PKA PULL CONTACT
KARATE MKhaf Rochatta va
Oawd HarnMon at a ap>twaaghi
bout achaOUM tor aovan roundi
((torn St ■ Jaroma. OuoBac.) IR)
tMMM

1ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
• LATENIGHT AMERICA Schadulad Alan Liabaroft.
■ithor of Cfcmb Your Oam LaB-

PARENTS WEEKEND SPECIAL

12953 KRAMER RD.

PHONE

■ CHEERS Coach a romanoa
wwh bana a) compacnad aftor aha
accapta laa propoaal of mamaga
and than anna a S3 maaon lottary
(Part 2 of 2)
• • MYSTERY! * Rumpola
Of Tha Baaay' Aftor tha naw ba.
ranar plaaoa wrth Rumpola to
dafarfd har aaur at a murdar trial.
rtoraca laama tha pnNMBng |udga
m wtdafy known aa a daath pan«ftyadwocato. Q

(no coupon necessary)

JEANS N THINGS
531 Ridge

352-7031

Sweetheart Roses
Many Colors
$6.50 a dozen
Cash & Carry

(across from MacDonald Quad)
Fri-Sat-Sun only
m-th 10 to 8, Fri S Sat 10 to 5:30, Sun 12 to 5
-.-.

■

i

.'.».-.'

-.p.'..-** .'. » -

352-8333

